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Donca Steriade

Greek Accent: A Case for
PreservingStructure

This study has two goals. One is to analyze the metricalsystem of Ancient Greek and,
to a limited extent, that of Latin. The other is to argue, startingfrom these analyses,
that all foot constructionrespects preexistingconstituents.
Ancient Greek is commonly believed to have been a pitch accent language. The
majorregularitiesin its accentual system are thoughtto involve reference to tonal contours and tone-bearingunits (moras) ratherthan to stress-relatednotions such as syllables, syllabic weight, rhythm, or rhythmicconstituents (feet). This study shows that
Ancient Greek had a mixed accentual system: the location of the accented syllable is
determined by a metrical procedure, which counts syllables, is sensitive to syllable
weight ratherthan numberof moras, and builds metrical constituents. Later rules interpret metricalprominencetonally.
The analysis of Greek accent developed here is a metricalanalysis, couched in the
frameworkdeveloped throughthe contributionsof Libermanand Prince (1977), Hayes
(1981),Prince(1983),Hammond(1984),Halle and Vergnaud(1987b),and others. Several
results of general interest will emerge, one of which is the need to distinguishin Greek
between two types of unaccentedsyllables, dependingon whetherthe syllablein question
does or does not belongto a foot. The need for constituentstructurein the representation
of stress has been questionedby Prince(1983)and Selkirk(1984).The Greek distinction
between unaccented foot-internalsyllables and unaccented extrametricalsyllables belongs to a growingbody of evidence thatjustifies the existence of metricalconstituents
(also see Al-Mozainy, Bley-Vroman, and McCarthy (1985) and Halle and Vergnaud
(1987b)).
The Greek evidence sheds some light on a differentaspect of the theory of accent:
the extent to which structure-buildingrules such as Stress Assignment and Syllable
StructureAssignmentcan change existing constituents. It has been assumed so far (Kiparsky (1982), Shaw (1985))that in derived environmentsfoot-constructionrules may
always change metricalstructure.On the other hand, the.study of syllabificationrules
appearsto indicatethat they can operate exclusively in structure-building
fashion: even
in derived environmentssyllabificationrules are prevented from changingpreviously
assigned structure and apply exclusively to stray segments (see Steriade (1982) and
I would like to thankNick Clements,MorrisHalle, Mike Hammond,Jay Jasanoff,and especially Alan
Nussbaumfor valuablecommentson an earlierversion.
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below). We will encounter in Greek and Latin accentual rules of the same sort: they
can incorporateonly stray syllables and, even in derived environments,they are prevented from alteringthe boundariesof previously assigned metrical constituents. The
generalimplicationsof this fact for the interactionof stress andcyclicity will be discussed
at some length.
1. RecessiveAccentin Greek
1.1. DescriptiveBackground
Ancient Greek had long (or bimoraic)and short syllabic nuclei. Long nuclei consisted
of long vowels or diphthongs.A relativelyunusualfeatureof Greek accent is that either
one of the two moras in a long nucleus is a potential accent bearer. More precisely,
either mora could surface associated with the High tone markingaccent. It is generally
assumed that no more than one mora could be associated with the High tone. Thus, an
accented syllable could display either an HL or an LH melodic contour: the first is
traditionallyreferredto as circumflexaccent, marked-, the second as acute, marked '.
By extension, the singleH tone of an accented shortnucleusis also referredto as acute.1
Most Greekwords containone and only one H tone, located on one of the last three
syllables. The locationof this H tone is subjectto furtherlimitationsbutremainsinvariant
in phrasalcontext. Wordsof this class are referredto as orthotonic.A small numberof
Greekwords do exhibitaccentualalternationsdependingon the accent of the orthotonic
word to their left; these are called enclitic words. Under conditions to be discussed, a
second H tone may surfaceon orthotonicwords followed by enclitics. The Greekgrammatical terminologydistinguishesoxytone words (final acute accent: hod6s or hodoo
'road-nominativesingularanddual'),perispomena(finalcircumflex:hod6u 'road-genitive
singular'),paroxytones (penultacute: paidiskos 'little child', daimoon 'god'), properispomena (penult circumflex: oikos 'house'), and proparoxytones (antepenult acute:
eepeiros 'continent', anthroopos 'man', angelos 'messenger').
Although it has generally been assumed that the accent may occur freely on any
one of the final three syllables, a more careful look at the accentual typology of Greek
words reveals that there are only three accentual classes: words containinginherently
accented suffixes (such as paid-isko-s 'little child', leluk-oo-s 'having untied'), words
containing no derivationalsuffix but accented on the predesinentialsyllable (pater-a
'father-accusative',iskhuu-s'force-nominative'),and words in which the accent recedes
as far to the left as allowed. I call the latterclass recessive. Interestingly,all three classes
are subject to the same limitationson the occurrenceof accent:
1 Greekwordsaretransliteratedhereaccordingto the followingconventions.Longvowels arerepresented
as double vowels. Acute and circumflexaccents are representedas acute markson the first and last mora,
respectively:o'CK(V is transliteratedas oikoon and OLKOS as 6ikos. Some standardtransliterationconventions
adoptedhere are as follows: hV is an aspiratedvowel; Ch is an aspiratedstop; ou, ei are not only diphthongs
but also long tense vowels. Syllableboundariesare in generalnot indicated;the readershouldbear in mind
that sequences of two identicalvowels and sequencesof two [ - high][ + high]vowels are tautosyllabicin the
materialpresentedhere. All other vowel sequences are understoodto be heterosyllabic.
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No accent is found to the left of the antepenultimatesyllable.
No accent is found to the left of the penultimatesyllable if the final nucleus
is long.2

No accent is found to the left of the penultimatesyllable if the final syllable
is closed by a consonant cluster.
d. If the accented syllable is followed by more than one morawithin the same
word, then the H tone is associated to its second mora; if the accented
syllable is followed by exactly one mora, then the H tone is associated to
its first mora; and if the accented syllable is word-final,then accent falls
on either the first or the second mora, dependingon morphologicalfactors.

c.

With the exception of (ic), these are generalizationsfound in every descriptionof
Greek accent. The generalizationin (lc) is seldom recognized, however, and never
incorporatedinto the analysis of the entire system.3 Yet (lb) and (ic), taken together,
indicate that syllableweight and not moracount determinesthe location of the accented
syllable in Greek. I justify (lc) below.
1.2. Accent and Final Clusters

The surface word-finalconsonant clusters are restrictedin Greek to the sequence sonorant-stop-s:4

(2) a.
b.

phleps 'vein', piidaks 'spring', thriks 'hair'
phorminks'lyre', salpinks 'trumpet'

A check throughKretschmerand Locker (1944)reveals that none of the manyGreek
forms endingin consonantclusters has an accent fartherto the left than the penultimate
syllable. Moreover,it is possibleto show thatthis fact is directlyrelevantto the statement
of accent limitationsand not a sum of unrelatedaccidents.
At least two classes of Greek compound nouns are accentually markedby being
systematicallyrecessive, regardlessof the accentuationof theircomponentsin isolation.
Thatis, they requiretheiraccent to recede as farto the left as (1) allows. These compound
classes are identifiedby Vendryes (1945)as the bahuvrihicompounds("composes possessifs": "pour ceux-la, l'accent recule autantque le permet la regle de limitation"(p.
196))and the syntheticcompounds("composes de dependanceprogressifs":"accentues
en faisant reculer l'accent autantque possible" (p. 195)).

2 Most word-final-oi, -ai diphthongsbehave in this respect like -oy, -ay sequences in allowingan antepenultimateaccent: tra.pez.dai 'tables', an.throo.poi'men'. See Kiparsky(1973)for more details and some

discussion.
3Bally (1945), Kurylowicz(1958, 122; 1968,86)), and Risch (1981, 187)mentionsome of the facts that

supportthis generalization.See footnote 6.
4 A phonologicalexplanationfor the restrictionof final clustersto the class in (2) is proposedin Steriade
(1982). The sequences in (2) are always morphologicallyanalyzableas obstruent-finalstems followed by the
-s suffix of the nominativesingular.
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(3) Recessively accented compounds
a. Bahuvrihis
polu(-naos'withmanytemples', polu-botrus'withmanybunchesof grapes',
poikilo-phoonos'with varied tones', poikilo-stolos 'with variegatedprow'
b. Synthetic compounds
lipo-sarkos 'lean', philo-ksenos 'hospitable'
In both classes of compounds,accent does not recede beyond the penult if the final
syllable ends in a consonant cluster:
(4) a.

Bahuvrihis
polu-piidaks 'with many springs', poikilo-phorminks'with various lyre
notes', poikil6-thriks'withvariousplumes', polu-ainthraks
'with muchcoal'
b. Synthetic compounds
philo-kolaks 'fond of flatterers', philo-speelunks 'fond of grottoes', philortuks 'fond of quails', lipo-thriks'sheddingone's hair, hairless'

The conclusion to be drawn from these data is that a final consonant cluster has
the same limitingeffect as a final bimoraicnucleus in that it does not allow the accent
to recede beyond the penult.
This conclusion can be confirmedby a differentsort of consideration.As mentioned
earlier, there are only three accentual classes of words in Greek: suffix-accented,predesinentially accented, and recessive. Examples of this classification drawn from the
first two declensions are (a) suffix-accentedphus-iko-s 'natural',psuukh-iko-s'mental',
paid-fsko-s 'little child', (b) predesinentiallyaccented hod6-s 'road', phugee-n 'flightaccusative',5 and (c) recessive anthroop-o-s'man', tracpezd-a
'table', khoor-aa'country'.
Bearing in mind that -o- in anthroop-o-s and -a in tracpezd-aare not endings but
declension markers, note that there are no accentual types such as *anthroop-o-s,
*trapezd-a.6Such accentual types would be neither recessive nor suffix-accentednor
predesinentiallyaccented. Thirddeclensionnouns and adjectives, to which all the forms
ending in -Cs clusters belong, are similarlydivided:(a) suffix-accentedbasil-eui-s'king',
patr-id-s 'fatherland'(surface patris), aleeth-ees 'true', (b) predesinentiallyaccented
pater-a 'father-accusative',kheimoon-a 'winter', and (c) recessive peleku-s 'axe', akr6poli-s 'citadel'. Here again we find no nouns such as *peleku-s,with a nonrecessive
accent falling on a medial root syllable. From the absence of the accentual types *anthroop-o-s, *trapezd-a,*peleku-swe may tentatively infer (5):
(5) All inherentlyaccented roots of Greek must have presuffixalaccent.
sAccent mayfall on a desinentialmorain certainmorphologicallydeterminedcases, suchas hodo6 'roadnominativedual'. The acute accent of items like hodo6 is discussed in section 1.3.
6 A. Nussbaumremindsme of two exceptionalitems, the adjectivalstems megalo- 'big'andoligo- 'small'.
From the paradigmof the former,only the nominativepluralforms are problematicfor the proposedgeneralization(mega'loi,megala, megalai). The remainingformseitherare drawnfroma differentstem (mega-) or
else are ambiguous(meg6lee, and so on). The paroxytoneaccent on oligo- is clearlyinfluencedby that of its
antonym,megdlo-. As far as I know, these are the only exceptions to the generalization.
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Consider now the fact already noted that nouns ending in -Cs cannot have
antepenultimateaccent: a few such nouns accent the predesinentialsyllable (Almoop-s,
hupo-sphalk-s,pteruk-s, all cited in Chandler(1881, 176)), whereas the vast majority
accent the penult (Kappadok-s'Cappadocian',kalaurop-s'shepherd'sstaff, kateelip-s
'upper story of a house'). What is significanthere is that the explanationoffered in (5)
for the absence of a type *peleku-sor *trapezd-a-or any otherexplanationimaginablecannot be maintainedunless words like Kappa'dok-sbelong to the recessive class, that
is, to the class of words containingno inherentlyaccented morphemes.Accepting then
that these words are recessive, we must adopt(ic) as the explanationfor their systematic
penultimateaccent: recessive accent must fall on the penultif the final ends in a cluster.
The corollaryof (lb) and(ic) is that syllabicweight, notjust numberof moras,determines
the location of the accented syllable in Greek.7
A more surprisingdiscovery is that not only surface clusters but also underlying
ones attract accent on the penult. Several types of clusters are simplifiedword-finally
in Greek: all final stops are lost in this position and all geminatesare simplified.Thus,
-nt finals surface as -n, but words ending in such sequences are accented exactly like
those ending in -ks, -ps: their recessive accent never retracts beyond the penult. Examples of this type are neuter participleslike paideu-on 'educating'(from /paideu-ont/;
comparethe genitivepaideu-ont-os)and neuter adjectiveslike khari-en'graceful'(from
/khari-ent/;comparekhari-ent-os).If we assume (ic) and order the final cluster simplifications after recessive accent is assigned, we can explain the absence of alternations
like *paideuon- paideuontos, as well as the otherwise inexplicablepenultimateaccent
of these derivationalclasses. Nominative singularsending in -d-s clusters such as hiket-id-s 'female supplicant'(surfacehiketis)also have invariantpenultimateaccent, despite
the fact that the -d-s cluster is eliminatedon the surface,throughRegressive Gemination
(ds -* ss) and GeminateSimplification.
It is perhaps worth stressing that no other explanationfor the penultimateaccent
of these derivational classes is possible: the penultimate syllables of khari-en,
paideu-on, hike-t-isare not inherentlyaccented. This is shown by the recessive accent
of paradigmaticallyrelatedforms khacri-s'grace' and e-paideu-sa 'I educated'.8
7 Bally (1945)and, independently,Kurylowicz(1958)have attemptedto attributethe penultimateaccent
of forms endingin -ks, -ps to analogy.They observe that high vowels shortenregularlybefore final -ks, -ps:
keeruk-s'herald-nominative',but genitive keeruuk-os.Supposethat shorteningfollows the assignmentof accent. Then in a trisyllabicwordwhose underlyingformis *CVCVCVVk-saccent will be assignedto the penult
simply because the final containsa long nucleus (see (lb)). Accordingto Bally and Kurylowicz,such a form
will then analogicallycause the accent to advanceto the penultin words like lip6-thriks,polu-piidaks,pomph6luks, Kappadoks,whose final vowels are underlyinglyshort.
There are several problemswith this hypothesis,not the least of which is the fact that the source of this
analogicaldevelopmentcannot be identified;I could not find a single trisyllabicform with the requiredunderlyinglong vowel that could serve as the "model" for the accent advancementin words like Kappadoks.
The analogicalexplanationis not only untenableon its own terms;it is also irrelevantas a substitutefor the
exceptionless generalizationin (lc).
8 Historically,a largerclass of forms ended in a consonantcluster. For instance, the thirdpersonplural
active verbs like e-luu-on 'they untied' originallyended in -nt: *e-luu-ont.In this case the cluster is not
synchronicallyrecoverable:thereare no formsin whichthe final-nt of the thirdpersonpluralendingsurfaces.
Consequently,in this case the synchronicunderlyingform is not segmentallydistinctfrom the surface eluu-
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1.3. Formalizing Recessive Accent

I turn now to the main concern of this study: the metrical structuresof Greek. I will
focus first on the rules that assign accent to syllables: these must explain the generalizations in (la-c). In section 3 I will take up the analysis of accent mobility within a
bimoraic syllable and explain the generalizationin (ld).
We have so far established that a final VVCo or V(C)CCrime attracts accent on
the penult. If we omit a word-finalconsonantfrom the computationof syllabic weightas suggested for English nouns by Hayes (1981) and for Romance by Harris (1983)our conclusion can be formulatedsimply as follows:
(6) Accent the penultimatesyllableif the finalis heavy. Accent the antepenultimate
syllable otherwise.
The statement in (6) can be formalizedin a numberof ways. The simplest is the
following:
(7) Recessive Accent

Foot Formation
a. A final consonant is extrametrical.
b. A final light syllable is extrametrical.9
c. Constructleft-dominantbinaryfeet right to left.
Main Stress Rule
d. Constructa word-level right-dominantfoot.
e. Eliminatesecondary stresses.
The effects of extrametricalityclauses (7a) and (7b) are cumulative: a word like
anthroopos, syllabified an.throo.pos, becomes an.throo.po(s) by (7a)-marking

extra-

metricalityby parentheses-and an.throo.(po(s))by (7b).
I adopt here the representationof metricalstructureintroducedby Halle and Vergnaud(1987b).'0Each syllablecorrespondsto a gridposition on the lowest gridline, line
0. Accented syllables have positions on a superiorgridline, line 1. Metricalconstituents
can be defined on any grid line: the head of a metricalconstituent on any line n has a
position on the immediatelysuperiorgridline n + 1. Thus, feet are constituentsdefined
on; this explainswhy the accent recedes to the antepenult.The comparisonof the effect on recessive accent
of the historicloss of final t in *eluu-ontand *khari-entillustratesthe fundamentaldifferencebetween sound
change as a historicalevent and rule applicationin a synchronicgrammar.
9 It is possibleto reduceclauses(7a)and(7b)to a singlestatementby adoptingan extensionof Archangeli's
(1985) convention that would percolateextrametricalityfrom a rime segmentto the entire rime. I have not
done so here, for one reason:the analysisof Englishverbslike develop(Hayes (1981))andthe Spanishcontrast
between, say, canibal and n6mada (Harris(1983))requiresthat segmentextrametricalityand syllable extrametricalitybe kept as distinctoptions. The conventionmentionedwould predict,for instance, that segment
extrametricalityin Spanishwillresultin the samestresspatternsforvowel-andconsonant-finalwords:*canibal,
n6mada. The issue is, in any event, independentof the line of argumentpursuedhere.
10 The arguments,however, and the essential conclusion of the study can be recast in the framework
introducedby Hammond(1984).
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on line 0 grid marks, and their heads are representedas grid positions on line 1. Wordlevel feet are constituentsdefinedon line 1gridmarks,andtheirheads have gridpositions
on line 2. Constituentboundariesare representedby square brackets. The derivation
of anthroopos, anthroopoon,and lipothriksis shown in (8):
(8)

an.throo.pos
(7a)

(s)

(7b)

(pos)

(7c) x
[x

xI

an.throo

an.throo.poon
(n)
x

x

[x]

[x

x
x]

an.throo.poo

x]

[x
[x]

x]
[x

x

x
[x

x

[x] [x

x]

li. po.thrik
x

x]

an.throo.poo

n/a

(7e)

n/a

x

an.throo

(s)

n/a

(7d) x
[xI
[x

li.po.thriks

xI

an.throo.poo

[x xI
[x]IIx

x]

li. po.thrik
x
x[ x

l1

x]

li.po.thrik

2. Deaccentuation
As mentioned earlier, words containinginherentlyaccented morphemes appear to be
subject to the same accentual limitationsas recessive words. What explains this fact?
Consideran inherentlyaccented suffix such as -id- in the stem patr-id- 'fatherland'.
To an -id- stem an inflectional suffix may be added: -id-os, -id-a, -id-oon, and so on.
Such a suffix will never exceed one syllable in Attic; consequently, the accent on -idwill never find itself outside the bounds set by (1).
Formally, the account of cases like patr-id-a (accusative singular),patr-id-os (genitive singular)must differfromthatof patr-id-oon(genitiveplural).I assume, anticipating
the discussion in section 6.2.1, that the lexical accent on -id- is representedas an underlyingline 1 grid position:
(9)
x

x
x

patr-id" Kiparsky(1973)mentionsScheller's(1951)findingthatin Ionic, whereprevocalici
becomesy, accented
i in forms like e.leu,the.ri.ee 'freedom-nominative'
shifts its accent onto the final, yieldingend-accented-yee.
This fact is easily explicablein termsof the foot structureassignedby Recessive Accent: afterdesyllabification
of i, [e][Ieu.the][ri.ee] becomes [e][leu~.the][ryee],with the final syllable inheritingthe head position in the
main-stressedfoot. This is then potentialsupportfor the decision to have Recessive Accent buildleft-headed
feet. However,to completethe argumentandeliminatea numberof otherinterpretationsrequiresthe existence
of forms whose structureis CV.Ci.V: for these, the proposed analysis predicts a leftwardshift of accent
(CV.CyV), since the final is extrametrical.Such forms cannot be found in Greek.
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When a single light syllable is added to this stem-as in patr-id-a or patr-id-osclauses (7a) and (7b) apply to yield the structurespa.tri.(dos), pa.trf.(da). Clause (7c)
constructs two monosyllabicfeet ([pa][tri]); (7c) cannot place accented iin weak position, the blocking principlebeing either the Strict Cycle Condition(Kiparsky(1982))
or more specifically metrical considerationsdiscussed in Halle and Vergnaud(1987b)
and below. The resultis thatthe accent on -id- surfacesunaltered.Whena heavy syllable
is affixed to -id-, as in patr-id-oon, (7b) cannot apply and (7c) takes effect: the final
syllable is incorporatedinto the foot dominating-id-. Surfaceaccent is thus assigned to
the same syllable as in patr-id-os, but by differentmeans.
Considernow what happenswhen an inherentlyaccented syllable is followed by a
combination of derivationaland inflectional suffixes sufficient to place it outside the
bounds set by (1): such is the case with forms like iskhuu-ro-tat-oon'the most powerfulgenitive plural'. Here the adjectival stem contains an accented suffix -ro-: iskhuu-ro-s
'powerful'. The superlative suffix -tat- is not accented, as shown by iskhuu-rotat-o-s 'the most powerful'. But when the genitive suffix -oon is added to the stem
/iskhuu-ro-tat-oon/,accent appearsto shiftfromthe -r6- suffixonto the superlativesuffix:
the surface form is iskhuurotactoon.
The generalizationis that when an inherentlyaccented syllable occurs outside the accentable domain defined by (1), stress shifts onto
the leftmost syllable of the accentable domain. This shift in accent follows from the
analysis proposed above, as can be seen from the following comparativederivationof
iskhuu-ro-sand iskhuu-ro-tat-o-s,iskhuu-ro-tat-oon.
/iskhuu-ro-s/

(10)
(7a)

/iskhuu-ro-tat-o-s/

(s)

(s)

n/a

(7b)
(7c) x
[x

x
X] [XI

x]
X] [X]

is.khuu.ros

x

x

x

x x

XI [x X]

[x

XI [X][x

is.khuu.ro.ta

[x

x
xI [x]

is.khuu.ros

X]

x]
x X]

is.khuu. ro.ta

x
[x
[x

x x]
XI [X][x XI

is.khuu.ro. ta.toon

x
[x

x
xI [x x]

is.khuu.ro.ta

XI

is.khuu.ro. ta.toon

x
[x
[x

x

(7e)

n/a

[x

x
[x
[x

(n)

(tos)

is.khuu.ro
(7d)

/iskhuu-ro-tat-oon/

x
[x

x
xI [x] [x

xI

is.khuu.ro. ta.toon

In the case of iskhuurosthe accent on -ro- constitutes the rightmostfoot of the
word and thereforereceives main stress by (7d). In the case of iskhuu-ro-tat-o-sthe last
syllable -tos is extrametrical;the penult -ta- is incorporatedinto the existing foot on
-ro-. Here again,-ro- happensto be the rightmoststressed syllableand thereforereceives
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main stress. In the case of iskhuu-ro-tatt-oon
the final -toon is heavy and therefore
nonextrametrical;the final foot must then be -tatoon. The syllable -ro- continues to be
a foot in this form but is no longer the final, main-stressedfoot. By (7e)-a clause that
will do substantialwork for us below-subsidiary stresses are eliminated after main
stress is assigned; this explains why no trace of the underlyingaccent on -ro- surfaces
in forms like iskhuurotactoon.
Suppose now that a sequence of several inherentlyaccented syllables occurs on the
final three syllables: (7d) predictsthat main stress will always surface on the rightmost
accented suffix. The evidence appearsin (11):
(11) a.

-idasp-id-isko-s

-*

aspidiskos 'little shield'

(compare aspid-s, -id-os 'shield')
asp-id-eio-n-* aspideion 'part of a shield'

-- pentherideus'brother-in-law'
penther-id-eui-s
(penther-id-s,-id-os 'sister-in-law')
-* kheliidonideu's
kheliidon-id-eui-s
'young swallow'
(kheliidon-id-s,-id-os, 'she-swallow')
kheliidon-id-tees-* kheliidonistees'singer of the swallow-song'

b.

-u'-, -uuligu'-ro-s -> liguros 'sharp'

(ligui-s'shrill')
bradui-tee-s-> bradutees'slowness'
(braduC-s
'slow')
iskhuu'-ro-s -* iskhuuros 'powerful'

c.

(iskh(u)ui-s'force')
-eesun-okhee-id-s-* sunokhee.is 'holdertogether'
(sun-okhee 'a holdingtogether')
sun-okhee-i-k6-s-> sunokheeikos 'of a holder together'
sigee-ro-s -- sigeeros 'silent'

d.

(sigee 'silence')
-oonleimoon-id-s

leimoonis 'of a meadow'

-*

(leimoon 'meadow')
auloon-isko-s

e.

-*

aulooniskos 'little strait'

(auloon 'strait')
-teerlikmeeteer-id-s-* likmeeteeris 'female winnower'
(likmeeteer'winnower')
boteer-iko-s -- boteerik6s 'of a herdsman'

(boteer 'herdsman')
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-eu-

khalkeui-t-iko-s-> khalkeutikos'of an ironsmith'
(khalkeu-s'ironsmith')
All relevant forms known to me supportthe generalizationthat only the rightmost
accent may surface in a sequence of inherentlyaccented suffixes. I have alreadynoted
that this follows from clause (7d) of the Recessive Accent rule: the rightmost foot,
whether underlyingor derived by (7a-c), will always be assigned main stress.
Kiparsky's(1973)analysis of Greek accent assumes that it is the leftmost accent in
a sequence that always surfaces. Although this principle is clearly correct for IndoEuropeanaccent (reconstructiblefrom Sanskritand Balto-Slavic),the bulk of the Greek
evidence goes against it. The Greek data that support Kiparsky's position involve alternationsbetween stem and predesinentialaccent in items like pod-a 'foot-accusative',
pod-os 'foot-genitive'. Such alternationsappearto indicatethat the genitive marked-os
is inherentlyaccented. The left accent wins principleis then invoked to explain the fact
that -os appears unaccented in other paradigms:for example, kee'ruuk-os,daimon-os.
According to Kiparsky, these nouns are accented on their stem: the left accent wins
principlewill turnintermediateddimon-osinto the correctsurfaceform, daimonos. However, the only class of nouns in which stem-endingaccent shifts like pod-a, pod-os take
place in Greek are the monosyllabic stems.12Moreover, all monosyllabic stems are
subject to such accentual shifts; there are no monosyllabic noun stems that preserve
stem accent throughouttheirparadigm.It is advantageous,then, to interpretthe pod-al
pod-os alternationsas indicatingnot an inherent accent on -os but rather an accent
movement rule that shifts an initialaccent rightwardonto the next syllable, if the latter
belongs to certain case endings such as -os. This interpretationis compatiblewith the
rightmost accent wins generalizationdefended here and has the added attraction of
clearingthe underlyinglexicon of Greekof superfluousaccents on the stems of recessive
nouns like daimoon and keeruks.

For completeness, one other type of interactionbetween affixationand accent must
be mentioned:a numberof Greek morphemes,both inflectionaland derivational,cause
deaccentuationof the string they attach to. Thus, the unaccented feminine suffix -ya
causes any stem it attaches to to become recessive:
(12) /basil-eut-ya/ -> basfleia 'queen'

(compare basil-eu-s 'king')
->

/aleeth-es-ya/

aleetheia 'true-feminine'

(aleeth-es 'true')
/a-seb-es-ya/

-*

asebeia 'impiety'

(a-seb-es 'impious')
12 Only two polysyllabicnouns are exceptions to this statement:thugateer, thugatr-6s 'daughter'and
gunee, gunaik-6s 'woman'. The accent-shiftingrule applyingto monosyllablesaffects regularlythe genitive
and dative singularand the dative pluralbut less regularlythe genitivepluralforms:contrastpaid-oon 'childgenitive plural'with pod-6on 'foot-genitiveplural'.
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Amonginflectionalaffixes, the segmentallynull vocative morphemehas deaccenting
effects: comparepredesinentiallyaccentedpateer, pater-a 'father'with the corresponding vocative paeter.So do all verbalsuffixes:comparebasileu-s 'king'with the denominal
verb e-basileu-e 'he ruled as king'.
Given that some morphemescause deaccentuationin Greek, one may ask whether
the facts in (11) should not be attributedto deaccentuationratherthan to the effects of
the Main Stress Rule in (7d,e). The answeris clearlynegative. Not all unaccentedaffixes
cause deaccentuationin Greek; in fact, most of them do not. In contrast, all accented
morphemeshave the effect illustratedin (11): the rightmostaccent alone surfaces in a
sequence of several. Only the Main Stress Rule can explain this.
Returningto the focus of this section, I conclude that (7) formalizescorrectly limitations on the occurrence of surface and underlyingaccents in Greek. As noted, (7)
predicts not only the generalizationsin (1) but also the surface outcome of underlying
accent sequences.
3. Excursuson Moras
We have concludedthat the weightof the finalrimedetermineswhetherrecessive accent
will be assignedto the penultimateor the antepenultimatesyllable. However, thereexists
an undeniableaccentualalternationbetween the two vowels of a long nucleus, and this
shift is conditionedby the numberof vowels (or moras)ratherthanthe numberor weight
of syllables. The generalizationsthat characterizethis alternationhave been mentioned
in (Id). If the accented syllable is followed by more than one mora, as in eepeiros
'continent', anthroopoo'man-nominativedual', timoometha'we are valued', the accent
is acute; that is, it falls on the second mora. If the accented syllable is followed by
exactly one mora, as in oikos or phoiniks, the accent is circumflex;that is, it falls on
the first mora.In the remainingcases, when the accented syllableis final, the distribution
between acute and circumflexaccents is determinedby morphologicalfactors: pateer
'father-nominative',phugee 'flight' versus patr-oon 'father-genitiveplural', phugees
'flight-genitivesingular'.
The distributionbetween acute and circumflexaccents is not the central concern
of this article. My remarkson this score will be limitedto sketchinga possible account
of the acute/circumflexshift.
A minimumof two rules will be necessary to derive the moraic alternations.One
rule will regulatethe distributionof accents in nonfinalsyllables, accountingfor alternations such as oikos 'house', oikoon 'house-genitiveplural'. This rule applies with full
regularityin the entire vocabularyand is unaffectedby morphologicalfactors. A distinct
rule is necessary to determinethe morphologicallygovernedalternationswithinthe final
syllable between acute accent in the nominative/accusative(pateer 'father-nominative',
phugee 'flight-nominative',phugee'-n'flight-accusative',the-ous 'god-accusativeplural')
and circumflex accent in the genitive-dative(patr-oon 'father-genitiveplural', the-ou
'god-genitivesingular',the-oin 'god-dative/genitivedual', the-ois 'god-dativeplural').
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I argue in Steriade (1979)that the latter rule must derive an acute accent from an
underlyinglycircumflexone, ratherthan the other way around. The reason for this is
that acute final accents occur practicallyonly in the nominative/accusativeof nonneuter
nouns; for the vast majorityof words belongingto all other morphologicalcategories,
an accented word-finalnucleus is circumflex.
(13) NominativelAccusative Shift

Syllable line
Mora line

x
x
[x x] -- [x x] ##

in the nominative/accusative
of nonneuters

In stating rule (13), I have assumed (a) that the rule defines prominencerelations
ratherthantonal associations, (b) that subsyllabicelementsmay be gridded(as suggested
in Prince (1983)),and (c) that nuclei are underlyinglyleft-dominantin Greekand perhaps
universally. The choice of an accentualanalysis of Nominative/AccusativeShift over a
tonal one is motivated only by the observation that tone plays no role in the lexical
phonology of Greek. Assumption(c) is supportedby the observationthat a word-final
nucleus is normallycircumflex. The formalismof (13) is adaptedfrom that introduced
by Halle and Vergnaud(1987b):a bimoraicnucleus is a constituent on the mora line.
Its head is the mora representedon the superiorgrid line, the syllable line (Halle and
Vergnaud'sline 0).
If we assume underlyingleft-dominantnuclei, then the remainingmoraicalternation
of Greek is also a shift from circumflex to acute. I suggest the following rule for the
oikoslo(koon alternation:
(14) Mora Rule

a. A word-finalmonomoraicsyllable is extrametrical.
b. Syllable line
x
x
Mora line
[x x] -> [x x] /
x
The derivations of oikos 'house-nominative',ofkoon 'house-genitive plural', and
nauarkhos'admiral'will illustratethe rule:
(15)

6i.kos of.koon
a. Syllableline x (x) x x
Moraline
[xx] (x) [xx] [xx]
b. Syllableline x (x)
x x
Moraline
[xx] (x) [xx] [xx]

nau. ar.khos
x x (x)
[xx] [xI (x)
x x (x)
[xx] [x] (x)

Step (a) in these derivationsrepresents the effect of extrametricality,and step (b)
is the mora shift itself. The rule will fail to apply to words like phoiniks, with a heavy
but monomoraicfinal syllable, in the same way as it fails to apply to oikos.
Note thatboth Nominative/AccusativeShift andthe MoraRule applyindependently
of whether the syllable they affect is accented or not. Accent and mora rules do not in
fact interactdirectly;they only determinejointly which vowel will be assigned the High
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tone in a given word. The purely tonal phonologyof Greek reduces almost to the statement that the head mora of an accented nucleus receives a High tone, whereas all other
vowels receive a Low tone. One other tonal rule will be discussed in section 4.4.
I close this part of the study by comparingthe traditionaldoctrine on how accent
is computed in Greek with the conclusions reached here. The traditionis usefully summarized by Lejeune (1972, 296): "Les regles essentielles [of Greek accent/D.S.] sont
celles qui lient la place du ton a la quantitebreve ou longue de la voyelle finale (. . )
La structureouverte ou fermee de la syllabe finale n'intervientpas: du point de vue du
ton eenops ou kouphos se comportent tout comme touto."
The root of the error in this statement is the failure to distinguish among rules
assigning accent to a syllable, rules determiningnucleus headship, and rules assigning
the High tone-markingaccent to a particularmora within the accented syllable. The
accent rules distinguishheavy from light syllables, as shown, and partitionthe stringof
syllables into metricalconstituents,as will be demonstratedlater. The rules determining
nuclear structurecount moras and rely on no accentualinformation:it is only this class
of rule that fails to distinguish,as Lejeunenotes correctly,the light monomoraicsyllable
-to in tou.to 'this-neuter'from the heavy monomoraic-nops in ee.nops 'glittering'.
4. EncliticAccent
This section analyzes the accent patternsof Greekenclitic domains.We will observe that
the rules of foot constructionoperatingat this level preserve the metricalconstituents
created by the rule of Recessive Accent (7).
4.1. The Data

Certain Greek words exhibit accentual alternationsinduced by the nearest accent to
their left. These words-called enclitics-are monosyllabicor disyllabic, never longer.
When they stand to the right of a nonenclitic (or orthotonic) word, enclitics induce
accentual changes in the phrase, includingthe loss of their own accent. These changes
are of two types: the encliticinducesan acute accent on the finalsyllableof the orthotonic
word to its immediateleft, as in anthroopos tis 'some man'; and the enclitic loses its
own accent, as in anthroopos tis or daimoon tis 'some god'. A final possibility is that
both the enclitic and the orthotonicword surface with separate accents: anthroopoon
tinoon 'some men-genitiveplural'.
I illustratein (16) the main types of orthotonic-encliticcombinationsand their accentual effects.
(16) a.

Proparoxytoneword + enclitic
eepeiros tis 'some continent'
eepeiros tinos 'someone's continent'
angelos tis 'some messenger'
angelos tinos 'someone's messenger'
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b. Properispomeword ending in light syllable + enclitic
oikos tis 'some house'
oikos tinos 'someone's house'
c. Properispomeword ending in heavy syllable + enclitic
phoinikstis 'some phoenix'
phoinikstin6s 'someone's phoenix'
d. Paroxytoneword + enclitic
phflos tis 'some friend'
philos tinos 'someone's friend'
daimoontis 'some god'
daimoontinos 'someone's god'
e. Final accented word + enclitic
phoos ti 'some light'
ph6os tinos 'someone's light'
hodos tis 'some road'
hodos tinos 'someone's road'
The quantity of the enclitic syllables plays no role in determiningthe accent of
enclitic phrases: eekouse mou 'listened to me' is accented exactly like eepeiros tis, and
angelos tinos is entirely parallelto angelos tinoon.13
The following generalizationsemerge:
The accent an orthotonicword bears in isolation is never affected by the
additionof enclitics: orthotonicaccents do not shift or delete when they
precede enclitics.
b. At least one mora must intervene between the orthotonicaccent and the
second accent induced by the additionof the clitic word. This factor differentiatescases like oikos tis, oik6s tinos, angelos tis, acngelostinos from
philos tis, philos tinos.
c. A disyllabicenclitic is never accented on its initialsyllable;no matterwhat
the context, accentuationslike *tinos, *tinoon do not occur.14Likewise,
a monosyllabicenclitic never surfaces accented when it occurs at the end
of the enclitic phrase: *da(moontis is impossible. On phrases consisting
of more than one enclitic, see below.
d. A second accent may occur only on those syllables of the orthotonicword
that are counted extrametricalby (7). This factor differentiatesoikos tinos

(17) a.

13 When a bimoraicenclitic syllablereceives an accent, as in philos tin6on, it is circumflex.In the case
of words like tin6on, the circumflexis predictedby the analysisof nuclearstructuregiven above. Wordsfor
which one would predicta final acute are not attestedin the same sort of configuration.
14 Numerouspairs of homophonesmust be distinguishedhere: for example, enclitic tis, tin6s, etc., an
indefinitepronoun,fromorthotonictis, tinos, etc., the interrogativepronoun;similarly,the copularverb esti,
an encliticword,fromthe orthotonicverbesti, denotingexistence. All suchlexicalpairsarerelatedhistorically,
but no productivesynchroniclink between their memberscan be established.
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from the minimallydifferentphoiniks tinos and oikos tis fromphoiniks tis.
This explains more generally why no second accent appears on a final
orthotonicsyllable counted as heavy by (7): daimoonandphoiniksbehave
identicallyin enclitic phrases because both end in heavy syllables.
The accent pattern cr(o) cr is not encountered at the end of an enclitic
phrase; the only accents that surface on the last syllable of an enclitic
phrase are separatedby more than one syllable from the next accent to
their left: daimoon tinos. This observationexplains the impossibilityof a
final accent in phrases like daimoon tis (not *dafmoontis), angelos tinos
(not *dngelostinos), phoos tinoon(not *phoos tinoon), or kakoospote (not
*kakoospote).

4.2. EarlierAnalyses
All previous analyses have attemptedto relate the occurrence of the second accent in
enclitic phrases to the fact that Greek accent is restrictedto the last three syllables of
a word: "Il est evident qu'il s'agit la [in the occurrenceof the second accent of enclitic
phrases/D.S.] d'une consequence immediatedu fait que l'accent se borne aux trois dernieres syllabes" (Risch (1981, 187)); "Where .

.

. the accent of the full word if applied

to the combinationas a whole would breachthe rule of recession [the limitationsin (1)/
D.S.] a secondary accent was added to the full word, so far as possible, to bring the
postaccentual sequence within the limitations of the rule: thus atnthroopostis, etc."
(Allen (1973, 240)). Formally this suggests reapplicationof Recessive Accent on the
string lying between the accented syllable of the orthotonic word and the end of the
enclitic sequence. The absence of trisyllabicenclitics is explainedby the same logic: a
trisyllabicenclitic (say, phe'rontai)at the end of an enclitic phrasewill always offer three
syllableson whichRecessive Accent can operate,thus yieldingproparoxytonepherontai.
The outcome would be indistinguishablefrom an orthotonicproparoxytone.
Warburton(1970), Sommerstein(1974), and, to some extent, Allen are the only
linguists to have attemptedan explicit account of enclitic accentuationbased on this
idea. From studyingtheir analyses one derives however the conclusion that the wordinternalaccent limitationsof Greek contributepracticallynothing to an understanding
of enclitic accent. Since Allen is the only one of the three to have discussed explicitly
the relationbetween Recessive Accent and each subcase of enclitic accentuation,I will
refer primarilyto his ideas on the matter. Consider the accent on oikos tis: here the
second accent is added because, on Allen's view, more than one morafollows the contonation. (The term contonationrefers to a tautosyllabicsequence V(V) that follows the
mora bearingHigh tone.) Accordingto Allen, the unique restrictionon the location of
Greek accent is that no more than one syllable may follow the contonationwithin the
accentual domain.5 A second accent is added on the final of oikos in oikos tis rather
15 Althoughan explicit critiqueof Allen's theory of Greek word-internalaccent cannot be undertaken
here, the readerwill note two significantfacts. First, this theory is based on the incorrectgeneralizationthat
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than on tis because, as Allen puts it, it must be added "so far [to the left/D.S.] as
possible." Considernow oikos tinoon:after the second accent has been added to 6ikos,
there is still more than one mora between the rightmostcontonationand the end of the
enclitic phrase. It is unclear exactly what one should expect this form to be, but the
surface tone sequence is clearly incompatiblewith the analysis. Again in kakoos pote
too many morasfollow the contonation,leadingto the expectationthat an accent on the
enclitic word would solve the problem:*kakoospote or *kakoospote. Why neither of
these is the surfaceformremainsa mystery.Whyphilos tinos is correctinsteadof *philos
tinos, with the second accent as far to the left as possible (recall oikos tis), is another
mystery. There is nothingin this type of analysis that a few rules couldn't fix; but one
is left wonderingwhetherthe leadingidea of the analysis-that Recessive Accent applies
in the encliticphrase-really contributesanythingtowardan accountof the data. I should
add that a mora-countinganalysis like Allen's, althoughit succeeds in explainingthe
second accent on oikos tinos along the same lines as that of acngelostinos, will leave
the accentuationof phoinikstinos unexplained:the numberof morasinterveningbetween
the contonationand the end of the phrase is the same in all three cases.
4.3. Enclitics and the FEC
The Greeks apparentlyfelt that the second accent in proparoxytoneor properispome
words like angel's, oikos was latent in such forms in isolationand that the only function
of the enclitic was to "awaken" this second accent (see the testimony of Charaxcited
by Vendryes(1945,84)). We mayalso inferthatorthotonicwordsendingin heavy syllables
did not have this latent accent, since forms like *daimoon, *phojiniksnever surface. My
account aims in partat explicatingthis intuition:thatproparoxytoneslike a.ngelos,unlike
daimoon or phoiniks, have, at some point in the derivation, a second accent on their
final syllable, regardlessof whether or not they are followed by an enclitic word.
Assume then that there exists a rule R that places a second accent on the final of
words like angelos and oikos. The first questionwe addressis, Why does R fail to apply
to the final of daimoon and phoiniks?The suggested answer is that the final syllable of
such words is partof a foot alreadyconstructedby rule (7); recall that (7) parses angelos
as [an.ge.](los)-where square brackets indicate the boundariesof metrical constituents-but daimoon and phoiniks as [dal.moo](n), [phoi.nik](s), respectively. We can
now invoke Prince's (1985)Free Element Condition(FEC):
(18) Free Element Condition
Rules of primarymetricalanalysis apply only to Free Elements-those that
do not stand in the metrical relationshipbeing established; that is, they are
"feature-filling"only.
underliesthe entire traditionon Greek accent: that only the quantityof the final nucleus mattersin the assignment of accent, not the weight of the syllable. Second, on Allen's account, Greek accent is a system
withoutformalparallels.An attemptat formalizingAllen's ideas revealsthatthe centralelementof the system
is not a rule, tonalor accentual,but a filterrulingout tonalconfigurationsin whichthe contonationis followed
by more than one syllable. No languageknown to me employs similarformaldevices.
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The restrictionto "rules of primarymetricalanalysis" is presumablymeant to exempt
from the FEC rules whose only function is to alter existing metrical constituents: for
instance, the widespreadresyllabificationof VC.V sequences as V.CV or foot restructurings such as Hayes's (1981)Poststress Destressing."6
The FEC will ensure that rule R affects only a syllablethat does not alreadybelong
to a foot, thus drawingthe correct distinctionbetween angelos, on the one hand, and
daimoon or phoiniks, on the other.
Before looking at alternatives,let us consider a technical question: since the final
in angelos is a Free Element by virtue of being extrametrical,why is it available for
further rules of foot construction?What de-extrametricalizesit? This question arises
only if we view extrametricalityprovisions as independentrules that permanentlyalter
phonologicalrepresentations,ratherthan as parameterson the domain scanned by individualrules. Onthe second interpretation,a syllableinvisibleto one rule maybe visible
to the next. The second interpretationis the one intendedhere. It is also the interpretation
supportedindependentlyby other phenomena:in English, for instance, a final syllable
is extrametricalfor Foot Formationbut not for the rule that retracts main stress from
a word-finalsyllable (Halle and Vergnaud's(1987b)Rhythm Rule). For example, the
final syllable in a'llegationis invisiblefor purposesof Foot Formationbut visible enough
to block the RhythmRule.
I conclude that the final syllable extrametricalfor Recessive Accent in angelos is
both free and visible for rule R.
An obvious alternativeto the FEC account must be considered:if rule R is cyclic,
the Strict Cycle Conditionmightprevent it from changingpreviouslyassigned structure
in a nonderivedenvironment(see the discussion in Kiparsky(1982) and Shaw (1985)).
There is no evidence that R is cyclic: within words, it applies, like Recessive Accent,
as a word-levelpostcyclic rule would. The issue can be disposed of, however, by noting
that rule R and Recessive Accent apply on the same domain.Then if rule R were cyclic,
Recessive Accent should be cyclic as well and should be assumed to apply earlier on
the same cycle. In circumstancesof this sort, the Strict Cycle Condition,as interpreted
in Kiparsky (1982), will not prevent rule R from changing structuresassigned by Recessive Accent. According to Kiparsky's interpretation,the Strict Cycle Conditionis
nothing but the disjunctive "elsewhere" relationbetween a lexically listed form and a
rule output. In a large numberof cases the correct result is achieved by identifyingin
the class of lexically listed forms both underlyingforms and cyclic outputs, but not the
outputs of individualrules in the middle of a cycle. For this reason, the output of Recessive Accent is not a lexically listed form with respect to the applicationof rule R; it
then follows thatthe StrictCycle Conditionwill not preventruleR fromalteringstructure
assigned by Recessive Accent.17 Moreover, we shall see that rule R fails to alter the
16 I will have nothingfurtherto say about how to distinguishin principlesuch restructuring
rules from
the "rulesof primarymetricalanalysis."It is clear,however,thatthe ultimateadoptionof the FECwill depend
on the existence of constraintson metricalrestructuring.
17
See section 6.2.3 for furtherdiscussionof this issue.
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boundariesof existing feet even in environmentsclearly derived by the additionof an
enclitic.
The next task of such an analysis is to eliminatethe second accent of angelos in
contexts where an enclitic does not follow. The resolution of this problemrequiresus
to distinguish two types of subphrasalprosodic domains in Greek: W-words(corresponding to single words, enclitic or orthotonic) and E-words (correspondingto the
domain of enclisis: an orthotonicword optionally followed by one or more enclitics).
The phrase angelos tis consists of three prosodic domains:two W-words, angelos and
tis, embeddedinto one E-word. The phrase einai acngelos'to be a messenger'-where
einai is orthotonic-contains four prosodic domains:two E-words, each consisting of
a single W-word:
(19)

E

w
I/
angelos

w
tis

E

E

w

w

I

I

einai angelos

Recall now the observationin (17d):an E-wordnever ends in the sequence cr(u) cr.
I translateit into the following grid operation:
(20) E-Destressing
line l
x
x->0
line 0
x (x) X]E
The followingpartialderivationsemerge now for the E-wordsacngelos,angelos tis,
and daimoon tis:
(21)
(7)
Rule R
E-Destressing
Surface

angelos
[ange]
[ange] [10s]
[atnge]los
angelos

angelos tis
[alnge]
[ange] [10s]
n/a
angelos tis

daimoontis
[daimoo]
n/a
n/a
daimoon tis

The question now arises whetherthe derivationproposedfor acngel6s,in which the
last foot is removed in the context of a precedingfoot, will not raise difficultiesfor the
derivationof final-accentedorthotonicwords like iskhuuros:accordingto the analysis
proposed in section 2, iskhuuroswill be parsed by (7) as [I'skhuu][ros],with the final
foot assigned main stress. The grid correspondingto this parse of iskhuuroswill in fact
meet the structuraldescriptionof E-Destressingwhen no enclitic follows; we must therefore prevent E-Destressingfrom turningintermediatei'skhuurosinto *fskhuuros.This is
done straightforwardlyby orderingthe eliminationof subsidiarystresses (clause (e) of
(7)) before E-Destressing. In the output of (7e) [[is.khuu][ros]] will be reduced to
[is.khuu[ros]], a structureno longer subject to E-Destressing.
I turn now to the accent that surfaceson the second syllable of enclitics in E-words
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like daimoon tinos. I noted in (17b) that the initial syllable of disyllabics like tinos is
never accented in E-words. An explanationfor this is rule R: we can assume that R
creates binaryright-headedfeet:
(22) Rule R (domain:W-words;E-words)
Form binaryright-headedfeet.'8
The derivationsof angelos tinos and daimoon tinos will proceed as follows:
(23)
(7)
Rule R
E-Destressing
Surface

angelos tinos
[ange]
[ange] [10s][tinos]
[ange] [10s]tinos
angel6s tinos

daimoontinos
[daimoo]
[daimoon][tinos]
n/a
daimoon tinos

We observe now that rule R cannot change structureeven in environmentsderived
by cliticization. Comparea structure-changingand a structure-buildingapplicationof
rule R to the sequencephoos ti 'some light', where the orthotonicword is accented on
its final syllable:
(24)

phoos ti
(7)
[phoos]
Rule R
[phoos ti]
(structurechanging)
E-Destressing n/a
Surface
*phoos ti

(7)
Rule R
(structurebuilding)
E-Destressing
Surface

phoos ti
[phoos]
[phoos] [ti]
[phoos] ti
phoos ti

The same argumentcan be madeby usingphraseslike hod6onge 'even of the roads',
where the final accent of the orthotonic word is underlyingrather than assigned by
Recessive Accent: a structure-changingapplicationof rule R will incorrectlypredict,
for such cases as well, a loss of orthotonicaccent (*hodoonge).
At this point an apparentdifficultysurfaces:since a final light syllable is in general
extrametrical,we must explainwhy rule R cannotapplyto yield sequences like *angelos
tis-that is, [ain.ge][los.tis]-instead of angel6s tis. The derivationleading up to the
incorrect *angelos tis is shown in (25):
(25)
W-domain: (7)
E-domain: Rule R
E-Destressing
Surface

angelos
[ainge]
[ange] [los tis]
n/a
*angelostis

If we assume, however, that rule R applies twice, first on the W-domainand then
18
For reasons discussed later, it is impossibleto determinethe directionof this rule; in clear cases it
applies on domainsconsistingof at most two syllables.
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on the E-domain,this patterntoo becomes tractable:
(26)
W-domain: (7)
Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
E-Destressing
Surface

angelos tis
[ange]
[ange] [10s]
[ange] [10s][tis]
[ange] [10s]tis
angelos tis

Observeagainthat the reapplicationof rule R on the E-domainis structure-building,
not structure-changing:
only this explainswhy we obtainthe intermediatestage angelos
tis, with threefeet ratherthantwo. Withoutthe constrainingeffect of the FEC, we would
have once againderivedthe incorrect*angelos tis, with a structure-changing
application
of rule R. In this case it is clear that the second applicationof rule R takes place in an
environmentderived by the additionof the clitic material:rule R's inabilityto change
structureeven here is clearly due to the FEC ratherthan to the Strict Cycle Condition.
One more patternmust be analyzed:that of philos tis, philos tinos. Since the final
of the orthotonic word is light and thus qualifies as extrametrical,we predict *philos
tis, *philos tinos, like oikos tis, oikos tinos. The relevantgeneralizationis that although
accents may surface on adjacent syllables (as in oikos tis), they may not surface on
adjacent moras. It was suggested earlier that in Greek the lowest grid units are moras
ratherthansyllables.This type of representationpermitsus to representthe gridstructure
disallowed in *philos tis as follows:
(27) Foot line (= line 1)
Syllable line (= line 0)
Mora line (= line -1)

x x
x x
x x

The grid in (27) representsthe output of Recessive Accent and rule R in philos. It
may also serve as structuraldescriptionfor a rule that eliminates such mora clashes:
(28) Mora Clash
Line I
Line 0
Line -1

x x
x x
x x

As the patternof philos tinos indicates, MoraClashprecedes and bleeds E-Destressing:

(29)
W-domain: (7)
Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
Mora Clash
E-Destressing
Surface

philos tinos
[phi]
[phi] [los]
[phil [10s][tinos]
[phil los [tinos]
n/a
philos tinos
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A minimallydifferentderivationis possible if we assume that Mora Clash is applicable on the W-domain;in either case the order Mora Clash > E-Destressing must be
imposed. If Mora Clash is applicableonly on the E-domain, as assumed in (29), then
sequences like philos tis will be derived by two simultaneousapplicationsof this rule
on intermediatephilos tis. If Mora Clash is assumed to apply first on the W-domain,
then the derivationwill contain the following steps: philos (after Recessive Accent and
rule R), philos (after Mora Clash),philos tis (afterrule R on the E-domain),and finally
philos tis (after E-Destressing).
This completes the analysis of all central cases of enclitic accentuation.The rules
established, in order of their application,are as follows:
W-domain
1. Recessive Accent: Foot Formation(7a-c)
2. Recessive Accent: Main Stress Rule (7d-e)
3. Rule R (22)
E-domain
4. Rule R (22)
5. Mora Clash (28)
6. E-Destressing(20)
By way of summary,I examine now how the analysis accounts for the descriptive
generalizationsin (17).
I beginwith observation(17a):the fact thatenclisis never altersan orthotonicaccent.
The central aspect of the analysis that reflects this observationis the assumptionthat
Greek accentualrules are subject to the FEC: that they cannot change structure,even
where structure-changingapplicationswould be compatiblewith the Strict Cycle Condition, as in the case of sequences like phoiniks tis, phoos ti (see (24)).
Observation(17b), concerningthe impossibilityof adjacent accented moras, corresponds directly to the rule of Mora Clash (28).
Observation(17c) states two facts: one is the impossibilityof *tfnos, accountedfor
by the assumptionthat enclitic feet are right-dominant.The other is the impossibilityof
tis, as in *daimoontis; E-Destressingexplains this.
Observation(17d)-the fact that the orthotonicword may receive a second accent
only on a syllable unaffectedby (7)-is explained as just another consequence of the
inabilityof accentualrules to change structure.
Finally, observation(17e), the absence of a (ar)6 sequences at the end of E-words,
is the direct effect of E-Destressing.
Recall the terms in which the Greek grammariansdiscuss the "awakening"effect
of enclitics on the final accent of orthotonicslike angelos, oikos. By simply letting rule
R apply word-internally,we explain this obscure aspect of the grammaticaltradition:
the intuitionthat the second accent in words like a.ngelosis latent in every occurrence
of that word, regardlessof whetheran enclitic follows or not. The enclitic awakens this
latent accent by shieldingit from the effects of E-Destressing. Of course, there is no
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talk in the grammaticaltradition about a latent accent in words like phoiniks or
daimoon, which end in a heavy syllable; we have explained this too, since the final
syllable in such words is not extrametricaland thereforeis not availableto receive an
accent. Interestingly, however, if we look at words that are structurallyidentical to
philos (that is, words ending in a light syllable preceded by a monomoraicpenult), we
find some variation:
(30) phullate 'leaves and'
Latmpete 'Lampos-vocativeand'
allos tis 'some other'
ophra'toi 'in order that'
esti tis 'there is someone'
These examples, most of them Homeric, indicate that the rule of Mora Clash was
not active duringall stages of the history of Greek. They supportthe analysis proposed
here, in that they representindependentevidence for the intermediatestage of philos
tis, philos tinos. Once we take into account the facts in (30), we can conclude that

every final light syllable, in all types of sequences, receives an extra accent. No final
heavy syllable can. This contrast is explained by our analysis in conjunctionwith the
FEC.
4.4. Final Loweringand E-Words
The account given here of accentual enclisis rests on the assumptionthat single orthotonic words not followed by enclitics are E-words (see (19)). I will first reexaminethe
necessity of this assumptionand then provide some additionalsupportfor it.
Recall the derivationof aengelostis in (26). The correct patternis obtainedby postulating two successive applicationsof rule R: one internalto the W-domain(yielding
angelos) and one on the E-domain(yielding angelos tis). Recall that if rule R applies
only on the E-domain,the patternderived is *angelos tis, with one right-dominantfoot
[los tis].
Having establishedthis, we must ask what happens when acngelosis not followed
by an enclitic. The answer availablewithin this analysis is that rule R derives angelos
and that E-Destressing removes the final accent, yielding angelos. It is this chain of
reasoningthat leads to the conclusion that angelos must be identifiableas an E-word:
it is the domain of E-Destressing.'9
A differentsort of considerationarguesfor the E-word status of orthotonicwords
not followed by enclitics.
19One may wonder whether a rule with the basic structuralcharacteristicsof E-Destressingcould be
assumedto apply both to W-domainsand to E-domains;if this were so, then the prosodicstatus of a domain
consisting of a single orthotonicword, like angel6s, would be less clear-cut.But E-Destressingmust not be
allowed to apply to W-words.If it did, the derivationof angel6s tis wouldgo astray:rule R on the W-domain
creates [an.ge][16s], then E-Destressing on the W-domain would derive [an.ge]los,
E-domain would create the incorrect pattern [an.ge][los.tis].
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A final High tone like that of iskhuuros'powerful'or phuugee 'flight'is lowered to
Low when it precedes anotherorthotonicword: iskhuurosanee'r'powerfulman' rather
than *iskhuurosaneer. In phrase-finalposition or before an enclitic word the High tone
is preserved: iskhuurostis 'someone powerful' and phrase-finaliskhuuros.The loss of
the High tone can be formalizedeither as a tonal rule or as a deaccentuationrule; I opt
for the formerbecause it reflects moreclosely the distinctionmadeby Greekorthography
between a grave mora (accentedbut tonally Low), an acute mora (accented and High),
and a tonally unmarkedmora(unaccentedand Low). In either case the significantquestion is how to characterizethe context of the rule. E-words allow the following simple
answer:
(31) Final Lowering
H --L /
[E-word
Rule (31)will not applyto perispomena(such as nooy monooy 'only in thought')because
the final mora of a perispomenonwill be tonally specified as Low: nooy.
In applying(31) to phraseslike iskhuurosaneer, one must assume that aneer begins
an E-worddomainregardlessof whetherit has enclitic satellites or not. This is precisely
the assumptionon which the applicationof E-Destressingin angelos -> angelos relies.
Let us consider an alternativeformalizationof Final Lowering that obviates the
mentionof E-words. Suppose that the rightcontext in this rule is not a prosodic domain
like the E-word but simply a metricalconstituent;the suggestion would be that Final
Lowering fails in iskhuurostis because the accent on -ros is not immediatelyfollowed
by a footed syllable. Pursuingthis, note that all syllables of an orthotonicword are incorporated into a metrical constituent by the time Final Lowering must apply: in
iskhuurosaneer the syllablefollowing-ros belongsto the word-levelmetricalconstituent
[anee'r].In contrast, in phrase-finaliskhuurosor in iskhuurostis no metrically incorporated syllable follows -ros. This would account for the failure of Final Lowering in
such cases.
(32) Final Lowering2
H -L /
[p
However, rule (32) fails with respect to E-words containingmore than one enclitic.
Manydetails concerningthe accentuationof such sequences are uncertain(see Vendryes
(1945)and Allen (1973)),but thereis completeconsensus on two facts: no accent surfaces
on the final syllable of a stringof enclitics, and no Final Loweringtakes place internal
to such a string.Thus, a stringlike ei per tis se moipheesi 'if someone tells me concerning
you' is variouslyaccented as ei per tis se moi pheesi (by the grammarians)and as ei per
tis se moi pheesi (by certain manuscriptsof the Iliad). Despite the differences, two
common features emerge: (a) E-Destressing applies to the rightmostenclitic, pheesi,
according to both traditions, and (b) several acute accents occur within the string of
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enclitics, contraryto the predictionsof (32).2?Rule (31), on the otherhand, is compatible
with both the grammaticaland the manuscripttradition:there is only one E-wordin the
entire string;therefore, Final Loweringis not expected to apply.
This then establishes the independentneed for E-worddomains, as defined above.
5. Other Cases of Enclisis
5.1. Adverbials
Not usually included in a discussion of enclisis is the accentuationof nouns followed
by the particles -phi(n), -the, -then, and -de. They function grammaticallyas oblique
case markers:-the is locative, -de is directional,-thenis ablative,and-phiis instrumental,
locative, and ablative. Chandler(1881, 238-239) extracts the following rules on their
accent from the grammaticaltradition:
a. All adverbialsbased on nounstems endingin a light(C0V)syllableareparoxytone:
Kupro-then (compare Kupro-s), Megaro-then (Megadraa), Lesbo-then (Le'sbos),
Abuudo-then(Abuudos),passalo-phi (passalos 'peg on which to hang clothes'), enthade 'hither' (entha'here').21
b. All adverbialsbased on recessive noun stems endingin a long nucleus (C0VV(C))
are proparoxytone: Theebee-then (compare Theebee), Olumpiaa-then (Olumpiaa),
amphote'roo-then'from both sides' (amphoteroo 'both-nominative/accusativedual'),
heoo-then 'from dawn' (heoos 'dawn').
c. All adverbials based on recessive noun stems ending in a closed syllable are
proparoxytone:opis-then 'behind' (compareopi- 'back'), ores-phi 'in, from the mountains' (oros 'mountain'),okhes-phi'(with) carriages'(okhos 'carriage'),kraates-phi'at
the head' (karaa, kraat-os 'head'), Erebes-phi(Erebos).
d. All end-accentednoun stems ending in a bimoraicsyllable are perispomewhen
followed by -then, -phin:agoree-then'fromthe assembly'(compareagoree), arkhee-then
'from the beginning'(arkhee 'beginning').
An extensive discussion of adverbialaccent is providedby Ringe (1977), who suggests that the regularparoxytoneaccent of the -o-thenforms is due to a deaccentuation
rule: "When -then is suffixed to an -o- stem, any root accent inherenton that stem is
erased, provided that the vowel -o- immediatelyprecedes the suffix." Following Kiparsky (1973),Ringe apparentlyassumes that the stem vowel -o- is inherentlyaccented;
thus, any ... V . -o-then sequence is turnedby deaccentuationinto ... V . ..-o
then. The remainingadverbialforms preservethe accentualpatternof the nominalstem
20 The differencebetween the grammatical
doctrineand the practiceof manuscriptsinvolves in this case
the applicabilityof MoraClash on an enclitic syllable. We may assume that the rule was obligatoryonly for
mora clashes within orthotonicwords. This does not, however, exhaust the difficultiesencounteredin attemptingto reconstructthe accentuationof several enclitics.
21 This rule admitsof certainexceptions:very commonadverbsin -then such as oiko-then'fromhome'
keep the accent on the antepenult,if they are based on recessive stems. In these cases -then is treatedas an
ordinaryunaccentedinflectionalsuffix. Ringe(1977)arguesthat oiko-thenmust representthe old patternand
that the paroxytonetype is the result of innovation.
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on which they are based. However, as Ringepoints out, this analysisleaves unexplained
the accentuationof -oo-then adverbs such as ampho-teroo-then,hopo-teroo-thi.Since
the long vowel -oo- of these forms is a lengthened version of the stem vowel -o-, we
would expect that the claimedaccent on -oo- should surfaceafter deaccentuationof the
Aside from this difficulty, Ringe's
stem; the result should then be *ampho-tero6o-then.
analysis is based on the untenableassumptionthat the theme vowel -o- is underlyingly
accented; this assumptionand the fact that -o- appearsunaccentedin the vast majority
of thematic nouns (oik-o-s, angel-o-s, and so on) cannot be reconciled with our observation in section 2 that the rightmost accent always wins in a sequence of several.
If -o- is underlyinglyaccented, rule (7d) will predict invariable surface accent on it:
*OikOs,*angelOs.

The accent of -teroo-thenadverbsthat proved problematicfor Ringe's analysisfalls
under Chandler'sgeneralization(b): a recessive stem ending in a heavy syllable has
antepenultimateaccent when suffixedwith -thenl-phin.Ratherthanignoringthese forms,
it seems more promisingto pursue an analysis that distinguishes-o-then from -oc-then,
-ee-then, -es-then on the basis of the differencesin the quantityof the penult.
The key to this problemis the similaritybetween the accent of adverbs and that of
enclitic phrases. The similarityemerges if we postulate a stage at which the proparoxytone accent of nouns like Abuudos and the paroxytone accent of correspondingadverbials like Abuud6-thencoexist: combiningthe two accents yields Abuudo-then, a
patternidenticalto angelos tis. Abuudo-and angelos then share the propertyof having
a light final syllable that receives an accent before a particle, -then or tis. The only
differenceis that the initialaccent on the stem of the -then adverbialis not realized. The
patterns of amphoteroo-thenand Erebes-phiindicate that a heavy stem-final syllable
cannot receive an accent before the adverbial suffix; in this amphoteroo-thenis like
daimoon tis and Erebes-phiis like phoiniks tis.
It appears, then, that the derivationof the -then and -phin forms is similarto that
of enclitic phrases containinga single monosyllabicenclitic. The following are partial
derivationsof Abuudo-thenand Theebee-then:
(33)
W-domain: (7)
Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
Mora Clash
E-Destressing

Abuudo-then
[A.buu]
[A.buu][do]
[A.buu][do][then]
[A.buu][do] then
n/a

Theebee-then
[Thee.bee]
n/a
[Thee.bee][then]
n/a
[Thee.bee] then

The derivations in (33) show that the enclitic accentuation rules come close to
deriving Chandler'sgeneralizationsabout adverbialaccent. Specifically, the only difference between the outputof (33) and the surfaceaccent of Abuudo-thenis the removal
of the initialaccent. It is as if the finaloutputof the encliticaccentuationrulesis subjected
in the case of adverbialsto the Main Stress Rule (7d-e).
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This is, however, not the only differencebetween adverbialand enclitic accentuation. In adverbialsa stem-finalconsonant is not extrametrical.For example, the s in
Erebes-thencannot fail to be counted in the determinationof syllabic weight. This explains the fact that stem-final-bes behaves like a heavy syllable in the derivation of
Erebes-then:
(34)
W-domain: (7a)
(7b)
(7c)

(7d)
(7e)
Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
E-Destressing
Surface

Erebes-then
n/a
n/a
[El [re'.bes]

[E][re.bes]
E[re.bes]
n/a
E[re.bes] [then]
E[re.bes] then
Erebes-then

The derivationof adverbs based on long vowel stems-for instance, amphoteroothen, Thebee-then-is identicalto that of Erebes-then.In cases where the adverbialstem
is underlyinglyaccented on its final syllable, as in agoree-then, the derivationwill proceed as follows:
(35)
W-domain: (7a)
(7b)
(7c)
(7d)

(7e)
Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
E-Destressing

agoree-then
n/a
n/a
[al.go][re'e]
[a'.go][re'e]

a.go.[ree]
n/a
a.go.[ree][then]
a.go.[ree] then

As in othercases observedbefore, the foot-constructionclause of Recessive Accent,
(7c), cannot place an underlyinglyaccented syllable in weak position: for this reason
(7c) constructs a monosyllabicfoot at the end of the stem in agoree-then. In all relevant
respects the derivationof agoree-thenis identicalto that of the enclitic sequence agoree
tis.
I have shown how the accent of -then, -phinadverbialscan be derivedby exploiting
the rules of enclitic accentuation.
5.2. Latin Enclisis
Accentual enclitics exist in Latin as well, and a comparisonwith the Greekfacts proves
revealing.
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Latin stress falls on the penult if that syllable is heavy and on the antepenultotherwise: Roo.maa'.nii'Romans',a.mif.ca 'friend-feminine',po. tes.taas 'power', pro.ce'l.la
'tempest', ho.ml.ni.bus 'to the men', ho.mi.nees 'men', a.maa.mi.nii 'you-plural-are
loved'. The final syllableis stressed only in monosyllables.Since, aside from this default
case, the final is unstressable,the simplest account of the patternwill be based on the
idea that any final syllable, regardlessof quantity,is extrametrical:
(36) Latin Stress Rule22
a. The final syllable is extrametrical.
b. Stress heavy syllables.
c. Constructbinary, left-dominantfeet rightto left.
d. Assign main stress to the last foot.
e. Eliminatesecondaryfeet.
It appearsthat Latin accent differsfrom Greek in only two respects: foot construction is quantity-sensitive,by virtue of (36b);and any final syllable, not just a light one,
is extrametrical.
Latin has a few accentualenclitics, monosyllabicand disyllabic. When these morphemes are added to an orthotonicword, the stress of that word shifts rightwardand
lands invariablyon its final syllable.23
(37) a.

Monosyllabicenclitic
limina 'thresholds'
limina-que'and the thresholds'
Muu'sa'the muse'
Muusa-ne'whetherthe muse'
h6minees 'men'
hominees-que'and men'
hominibus'to men'
hominibu's-que'and to men'
b. Disyllabic enclitic with light penult
alter 'other'
alter-uter'one of two'
altera 'other-feminine'
alter-utra'one of two-feminine'
ubi 'where'
ubi-libet 'wherever'
pr6pe 'near'
prope-diem'very soon, any day now'
c. Disyllabic enclitic with heavy penult
sii 'if'
sii-quan.doo'if ever'
quo-/qua-'which'
quaa'-prop.ter'because of which'
eo-/ea- 'this'
e.aa-prop.ter'for this reason'
id 'it, this'
id-cir.coo 'for this reason'
sub 'under, near'
suib-in.de'immediatelyafterward'

This rule is a restatementof Hayes's (1981)analysisof Latin stress.
Our sources on the accentuationof Latin enclitic words are the statementsof Latin grammariansand
commentatorsgatheredin Schoell (1876). The most interestingdatum of the Latin enclitic paradigm,the
accentuationof items like limina-que,with a light accentedpenult,is providedby several statementscited by
Schoell (pp. 124-139).The following,from Servius'scommentaryon the Aeneid, is the clearest amongthem:
"Nam p.6pLOL,i.e. minoresparticulae,ut que, ve, ne, ce quotiensiungunturaliis partibus,ante se accentum
faciunt, qualislibetsit syllaba quae praecedit, sive brevis sive longa." (For the mona-that is, the smaller
particlessuch as que, ve, ne, ce-whenever they arejoined to otherforms, place the accent before them (on)
whateversyllable may precedethem, whethershort or long.)
22
23
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A few of these enclitic phrases could be accented correctly by counting them as
single word domainsand applyingthe stress rule once to the entire E-word:forms like
alter-utraor prope'-diem,whose enclitic words are disyllables with light penults, fall in
this class. Interestingly,however, such an accountis impossiblefor the other two classes
of enclitics. Monosyllabicenclitics like -que and -ne attract accent on the final of the
orthotonic word regardless of the quantity of that syllable: recall limina-que, whose
penult accent falls inexplicablyon a light syllable, one syllable to the rightof where the
word-internalstress rule would place it. Disyllabic enclitics with a heavy penult present
the converse difficulty: the stress in id-cir.coo surfaces one syllable to the left of its
expected location.
Since Latin offers no surface evidence for any foot construction rule other than
(36c), the null hypothesis is that the enclitic accent patternresults from several applications of that rule. There are several possibilities in implementingthis idea, but the
simplest would be to assume that all provisions of (36) reapply in E-words, with the
exception of (36b), the rule that accents heavy syllables. As in Greek, the Latin enclitic
words enter phrasalphonologywithouthavingbeen assigned an accent: clauses (36a,ce) will now apply again on the E-domain:
(38)

limina-que
[li.mi] (na)
[Ii.mi]na (que)

eaa propter
[e] (aa)
[e] aa. prop (ter)

(36c)
(36d)

[11i.mi][na'](que)
[fi.mil [na'](que)

[e'] [aa'.prop] (ter)
[e'l [aa'.prop] (ter)

(36e)

li.mi [na] que
liminaque

e [aa'.prop]ter
eaapropter

W-domain: (36a-c)
E-domain: (36a)

Surface

We observe that a very simple derivationof Latin enclitic accent is possible if the
rule stressingheavy syllables is suppressedon E-domains.As before, the analysis relies
critically on the distinctionbetween footed syllables, stressed or stressless, and metrically stray syllables. Only the latter can undergofoot formationin E-words.
The point of central interest to us is the fact that in Latin, unlike in Greek, (36c)
stresses any syllable at the end of the orthotonicword, not just a light CV(C) syllable:
the correct derivationof hominees-queturnson this assumption.The final syllable -nees
of hominees is extrametricalfor the word-internalLatin Stress Rule, and this makes it
available for the later applicationof (36c). In contrast, Greek words ending in heavy
syllables (daimoon, phoiniks) never allow rule R to affect their finals (daimoon tis, not
*daimoontis). This differencefollows from the differencein word-internalstress rules:
for the Greek Recessive Accent only a light syllable is extrametrical,whereas for Latin
any final syllable is.24
24 The readermay have notedthatthe rulesof Greekaccentual
enclisis couldalso derivethe Latinpattern.
The followingderivationsshow this:
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6. GeneralImplications
6.1. Grids, Trees, and Moras

The Greek accent rules must refer both to metrical constituents and to the grid. The
role of constituent structurein the assignmentof enclitic accent has been made clear
above and will be taken up again. It perhapsbears repeatingthat a grid-onlyrepresentation of the sort advocatedby Prince(1983)and Selkirk(1984)will not be able to draw
the correct distinctionbetween a stressless but footed syllable and a stressless and metrically stray syllable. This distinctionhas proved essential to the analysis of enclisis.
No argumentfor the gridhas been explicitly made so far in this study. An argument
emerges when we take a closer look at E-Destressing.This rule must apply to the following structures:
(39) a.
b.
c.

Line 1
Line 0
Line l

x
x
[x x] (x) (as in a'ngelos-* atngelos)
x
x

Line 0

[x] [x x]

Line l

x x

Line 0

[xI [x]

(as in a6ngelos tinos -> angelos tinos)
(as in phoos tif-* phoos ti)

One rhythmicpatternunderliesall three environmentsin (39):
(40) Line 1
Line 0

x
x
x (x) x

There is, in contrast, no arborealgeneralizationunifying the three cases in (39). This
was the reason for stating E-Destressingas in (20), and this is the argumentprovided
by E-Destressing against a tree-only approachto stress, such as the one proposed by
Libermanand Prince (1977)and Hayes (1981).25
We have also observed that a simple approachto the mora-basedrules of Greek

(i)
W-domain: (36a)
(36b-d)

Rule R
E-domain: Rule R
E-Destressing

limina-que
limi(na)

eaa-propter
e(aa)

[ifmi]

[e]

[limi][na]
[limi][na][que]
[limi][nA]que

[e][ad]
[e][aa][proptdr]
[e][ad]propter

To this derivationmust be added a final step: the assignmentof main stress on the E-domainand the
removal of secondary stresses. This will turn [Uimi][na3 que into the surface liminaque.

The possibility of

derivingthe accentualparadigmof Latin enclitics with Greekrules should not come as a complete surprise:
Greekand Latinsharea numberof phonologicaland morphologicalinnovations(see Meillet(1922, 100, 153)).
It is possible, then, that the rules of enclisis representone of these shareddevelopments,not identifiedso far
because it involves identityof formalmechanismratherthan surfacepattern.
2S The bracketedderivedterminalelement (DTE) notationintroducedby Hammond(1984)will permita
statementof E-Destressingequivalentto thatgivenin the text. In this respect, andsome others,the descriptive
possibilitiesof Hammond's(1984)theory and of Halle and Vergnaud's(1987b)are identical.
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(rules (13), (14), and (28)) is made possible by the assumptionthat individualnuclear
elements are gridded, perhaps only on a language-specificbasis. This conclusion is,
however, less secure: the availableevidence does not allow us to exclude a numberof
alternativeformulationsof these rules.
6.2. Accent and Constituents
The main conclusion to be drawnfrom the analysis of accentual enclisis is that neither
the boundariesof existing metricalconstituentsnor the correspondinggrid structurecan
be altered by rules of foot construction.I recapitulatethe evidence and then discuss its
general implications.
In phraseslikephoinikstis the metricalconstituentconstructedby Recessive Accent
(7)-[phol.nik]-cannot be affectedby the applicationof ruleR: if it had been, the result
would be *phojinikstis, like oikos tis. The same observationcan be made in Latin: in
phrases like limina'-quethe metricalconstituenterected by a word-internalapplication
of the Latin Stress Rule, [li.mi], cannot be altered by a later applicationof the same
rule. This explains why enclitic accentuationslike *lim[naque(derivedthrougha structure-changingreapplicationof the Latin Stress Rule) are not found. In Greek phrases
like angelos tis the metricalconstituent [los] constructedby rule R on the W-domain
cannot be affected by a later applicationof rule R on the E-domain;otherwise, *angelos
tis would be derived. In phrases like basileus ge 'even the king' rule R cannot affect
the underlyingaccent of -eu-, on the E-domain;if it could, *basileus ge would result.
Finally, a fact not mentionedso far but equally significantis that Recessive Accent, like
rule R, cannot displace underlyingaccents. We have seen in section 2 that Recessive
Accent applies on stems containingunderlyingaccents (recall iskhuuro-tatoon,from
/iskhuuro-tat-oonl)but does not incorporatean underlyinglyaccented syllable into a
weak metricalposition: Recessive Accent does not apply to a sequence like basileu-si
'king-dativeplural' in structure-changingfashion to derive *basileusi. Rather, the assignment of metrical constituents by Recessive Accent or by rule R always "works
around" existing accents and existing constituents:it affects only unaccented and metrically stray syllables.
The cases listed above illustratetwo related but distinct properties of Foot Formation:
(41) a.
b.

Foot Formationcannotapplyto an unaccentedbut alreadyfooted syllable.
Foot Formationcannot place an accented syllable in weak position.

The nonapplicationof rule R to the last syllable of phoiniks and of the Latin Stress
Rule to the penultimatesyllable of limina in limina-queis due to (41a); all other facts
recapitulatedabove are due to (41b).
The observationin (41a) is a simple consequence of the FEC. I leave it aside for
the moment, anticipatingthe conclusionthat the FEC governs all circumstancesof Foot
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Formation,includingthe case where the lattertakes place in derivedenvironments.The
observationin (41b) does requiresome discussion, however.
6.2.1. Accent as a Local Property. Early arboreal theories of stress, like those of
Liberman(1975),Libermanand Prince(1977),and Hayes (1981),differfrommore recent
ones like those of Hammond(1984)and Halle and Vergnaud(1987b)in one respect: the
latter distinguishaccent from constituentstructure,whereas the formeruse constituents
and labeling to derive accent. For Liberman(1975) and Libermanand Prince (1977)
accent is a relationbetween two membersof a constituent,not a propertythat can inhere
in an isolated syllable: "A strong position is strong only by virtue of being associated
with a correspondingweak position, not because of any inherentpropertyof strongness;
a weak position can be consideredweak only because, in some metricalpattern,it plays
the role of weak in relationto some strong" (Liberman(1975, 15)). But the observation
in (41b) can be derivedonly if the distinctionbetween accent and constituencyis made:
only if accent is a local property.
To see this, consideronce againthe case of underlyingaccents in wordslike basileus,
basileu-si and the fact that neither rule (7) nor rule R can place the accented -eu- in
weak position. Let us imaginean account of these facts under the relationaltheory of
accent providedby Libermanand Prince (1977). In that formatthe only representation
of the underlyingaccent on -eu- is an underlyingmonosyllabicfoot: basi[leu]-s. Now
it is clearly possible for rule (7) to incorporatea syllable into this foot: in basileu-oon
(genitiveplural)the intermediatefoot structuremustbe [ba.si] [leua.oon],since otherwise
the heavy and nonextrametrical-oon would itself form the last foot of the word and
would take mainstress, producing*basileuoon.It mustbe inferred,then, thatthe boundaries of the underlyingmonosyllabicfoot on -eu- can be extended by the incorporation
of a syllable. However, they cannot be extended in a case like basileu-si, whose underlyingstructureis basil[eu]-si; if rule (7) had been able to extend foot structurein this
case, it would have derivedintermediateba.[si.leu](si), and this would yield *basileusi.
I conclude from this that the representationof underlyingor derived accents in terms
of foot boundariesalone does not provide the correct distinctionbetween the cases of
basileuoon and basileusi.
This problemdoes not arise if the underlyingaccent is representedas a local property: an underlyingline 2 grid mark, with or without foot boundaries, in Halle and
Vergnaud'stheory or an underlyingDTE in Hammond's.The accent on -eu- marks it
as the head of any foot it might belong to. Given this interpretationof accent and the
fact that feet are left-dominantin Greek, rule (7) will derive correctly a disyllabic foot
in ba.si.[leu.oon] and a monosyllabicone in ba.si.[leu.](si).
6.2.2. Foot Constructionand the FEC. I return now to (41a) and the principle that
underlies it.
The structure-changing
potentialof rules assigningmetricalstructurehas been stud-
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ied by Kiparsky(1982),with referenceto Englishstress. Kiparskydrawsthe conclusions
paraphrasedin (42):
(42) Stress and the Strict Cycle (after Kiparsky(1982))
a. Rules assigningmetricalstructurecan apply in nonderivedenvironments
in structure-buildingfashion, in the sense that they can assign metrical
structureto metricallystray elements, syllables, and segments.
b. The same rulescan applyin structure-changing
fashion-that is, by altering
existing constituents-only in derived environments.
The distinctionsdrawnin (42) are illustratedby the derivationof the Englishtriplet
origin, original, origina'lity.Metricalstructureis assigned, in structure-building
fashion,
a
the
final
is
extrametrical
and
on the first cycle, origin:
left-dominantbinary
syllable
foot is erected over the remainingtwo syllables, to derive [o.ri](gin). On the second
cycle the suffix -al is added;by the PeripheralityCondition(Hayes (1981),Harris(1983)),
the syllable -gin- loses its extrametricalityand we obtain the sequence [o.ri]gi.nal. The
final syllable of the new sequence is again declared extrametricaland a binary leftdominantfoot is formed over ri.gi, yielding [o][ri.gi](nal). The rule formingleft-dominant feet has applied here in structure-changingfashion by removing a weak syllable
from the existing foot on [o.ri]. This applicationof Foot Formationis sanctionedby the
Strict Cycle Conditionbecause the stringto which it applies is derived, that is, different
from the output of the first cycle: the first cycle ended in [o.ri](gin), whereas the input
to Foot Formationon the second cycle is [ori] gin, with a nonextrametricalfinal syllable.
Finally, on the thirdcycle the suffix -ity is added, and this yields, via syllabificationand
the PeripheralityCondition, a new input for Foot Formation, [o][rrigi]na.li.ty.In the
new string -ty is extrametrical and a foot is constructed over na.li: we obtain
[o][ri.gi][na.li](ty). On each cycle the final foot takes main stress. The derivationis
completed by applyingPrestress Destressing (Hayes (1981))to the initial monosyllabic
foot; the result is o.[ri.gi][na.li](ty). Kiparskypoints out that the contexts where Foot
Formationmay and may not apply, in structure-changingor structure-building
fashion,
need not be directlystipulatedas in (42);they are predictedby the StrictCycle Condition,
if the latter is interpretedas a variantof the Elsewhere Condition,a proposalsupported
on independentgrounds. Only one assumption, but a fundamentalone, is needed in
derivingthe generalizationsin (42) from the Strict Cycle/ElsewhereCondition:
(43) Rules of metricalstructureassignmentcan change structure.
The Greek evidence has led to conclusions that directly contradict(43) and (42b).
I will now attempt a reanalysis of the data that motivated Kiparsky's theory of the
interactionof stress and strict cyclicity. The conclusion this reanalysis builds up to is
that Prince's FEC ratherthan (43) makes the correct predictionsregardingthis interaction.
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6.2.3.. The Strict Cycle Conditionversus the FEC. I will first contrast in the abstract
the predictions of the FEC with those madejointly by the Strict Cycle Conditionand
(43).
Take a pair of rule applicationsRI and R2, where R2 may be a reapplicationof RI
or the applicationof a distinct rule. Both RI and R2 assign metrical structureat the
same level-say, at the foot level. The order, extrinsic or not, is that RI applies before
R2.
(i) Suppose first that both RI and R2 are cyclic and apply on the same cycle. Then
(43) and the Strict Cycle Conditionas interpretedby Kiparsky (1982) predict that R2
may alter the structureassignedby RI. The reason is that, by hypothesis, the output of
RI is not a cyclic output;and only cyclic outputsor lexically listed items can block other
rules by enteringinto a blocking"elsewhere"relationto theiroutputs.26The combination
of (43) and the Strict Cycle Conditiondoes not block derivationsin which RI assigns
metrical structureto a string, after which R2 applies to change the assigned structure
over that same string. In contrast, the FEC predicts that R2 cannot alter any of the
structuresbuilt by RI.
(ii) Suppose now that RI and R2 are both cyclic but that R2 applies on a later cycle
than RI. Then (43) and the Strict Cycle Conditionpredictthat R2 may change structure
assigned on a prior cycle by RI over a portion of the stringthat differs from the prior
cyclic outputof RI. This has been illustratedabove with the derivationof original,where
the string[o.ri]gin derivedby Peripheralityfrom the cyclic output [o.ri](gin) undergoes
Foot Formationand becomes [o] [rf.gin]. On the other hand, R2 cannot alter the constituents built by RI on portionsof the stringthat are not derived on the currentcycle:
for instance, no cyclic rule can alter on the cycle of [o][rf.gi]na.li.ty the foot [rl.gi]
assigned on the prior cycle. Once again, the FEC predicts in this case as well that R2
cannot affect the structureassigned by RI, in any context, regardless of the derived
status of the environment.
(iii) Suppose that RI is cyclic or postcyclic and that R2 is postcyclic. In this case
the Strict Cycle Conditiondoes not constrain, by hypothesis, the mode of application
of R2. By virtueof (43), R2 can now not only altersome portionsof the structureassigned
previouslyby RI but also eliminatecompletelyall constituentsassignedby RI. The FEC
will block such applications.
(iv) Considernow the applicabilityof RI, where RI is cyclic, to a stringcontaining
underlyinglyaccented syllables. As pointedout by Halle and Mohanan(1985),the Strict
Cycle Condition predicts that a language in which accent is distinctive (underlyingly
present on some syllables)will not allow a cyclic foot-constructionrule to apply on the
first cycle or more generally in nonderivedenvironments.This prediction is quite independent of the adoption of the FEC; it is derived from Kiparsky's idea that strict
cyclicity is the effect of a disjunctive "elsewhere" relation between a lexically listed
26 See

also above, section 4.2.
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form and a rule output. Of course, the FEC will make the same predictionin such a
case.
(v) On the other hand, if RI were to apply to a stringderived on the currentcycle
and distinctfromthe lexically listed form, the StrictCycle Conditionand (43) will permit
it to deaccent the underlyinglyaccented syllableby placingit in weak position on a newly
constructedfoot. The FEC will not permitthis.
(vi) Finally, if RI is postcyclic, then the StrictCycle Conditionwill allow it to apply
so as to deaccent underlyinglyaccented syllables, in any context. The FEC will not.
Some of these predictionsmade by (43) can be changedif it is assumed that stress,
once assigned to a syllable, is not only the relationalpropertyof foot-headednessbut
also the local propertyof possessing a line 1 grid position or, in Hammond'sterms, an
underlyingDTE. If this assumptionis made within a theory incorporating(43), then it
is predicted that the foot membershipof individualsyllables can change in the circumstances outlined above but that stressed syllables cannot be destressed. Of course, the
interest of the Greek and Latin enclitic facts lies in the suggestion that even this more
narrowlyconstrainedtheory is inadequate:recall once again the contrast between the
inapplicabilityof rule R on [phoi.niks]and its applicabilityon [oi](kos). In what follows,
my comments will be addressedto the more constrainedversion of (43), accordingto
which only foot membership,not accent, can be altered by structure-changingapplications of Foot Formation.
The readermay have spotted so far one clear case in which the predictionsof such
a theory are undoubtedlywrong. This case is (iii): postcyclic rules do not in fact alter
the foot membershipof existing constituents. Examples relevant to (iii) are discussed
by Stowell (1979) and Hayes (1981). The case discussed by Stowell involves the interaction in Seneca between a noniterativeunboundedfoot-constructionrule applyingat
the end of the word and the iterativebinaryfoot-constructionrule that operates left to
righton the remainderof the word. The unboundedfoot is quantity-sensitive:it will stop
at a nonfinalclosed syllable. Both the unboundedrightfoot and the iterativeleft-to-right
ones are right-dominant.The relevant point here is that the binary iterative rule does
not apply on syllablescontainedwithinthe boundariesof the rightmost,unboundedfoot.
An example of the metrical structureassignmentin Seneca is given in (44), replacing
the s w notationemployed by Stowell with the squarebrackets used here:
(44) [wat.si?] [ka:.ya] [kah] [a:.tO:s] 'rockingchair'
The unboundedrightfoot [a:.tO:s] containsthe maximalsequence 6r*&##, where a* is
a stringof open syllables, &is closed, and ## is the end of the word. Note that the leftto-rightbinaryfoot constructionstops at -a:-, the first syllableof the alreadyconstructed
right-handfoot. Had -a:- been available for incorporationinto a preceding foot, the
ultimateresult would have been the incorrect*[wat.si][ka:.ya][kah.a:][to:s]. The same
point can be illustratedwith a case in which the 6*&## sequence of the right-handfoot
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exhausts the word:
(45) [ha.ti.we.no.ta.tye?s]'the Thunderers'
There are no alternatingstresses in this case; no syllable in the word is available for
furtherfoot constructionafter the right-handunboundedfoot has been erected.
The interactionbetween the two foot-constructionrules of Seneca cannot be attributed to the requirementsof the Strict Cycle Condition, since both rules apply in
postcyclic fashion to the whole word at once.
Let us now consider case (i), where RI and R2 are both cyclic. Assume that RI
and R2 are different iterations of the same cyclic rule of binary, left-dominantfoot
formation.As Prince (1985)points out, researcherson stress assume tacitly the effects
of the FEC in analyzingsuch cases: a left-to-rightapplicationof such a rule will parse
a string cr a or(a C as [r a] o cr U, then as [cra] [cr(X]a, and finally as [6ru] [ai a] [61].
r -> [61][a 61r]a u -> [61
Without the FEC the derivationwould have been [c or r C
-r
[6] [ai a] a
[61 [61 [61 [cro]. Similarexamples can be providedfrom the application

of syllabificationrules. One such case involves the cyclic creation of syllabic CV constituents in Latin and Romanian(see Steriade (1984)); for example, the Latin string
/uial 'road' is parsed by the rightwarditeration of the rule creating (C)V syllables as
wi.a. The first iteration creates the maximal CV syllable wi. The second iteration
leaves the existing syllable intact and erects an onsetless syllable over the remaining
segment a. A structure-changingderivationwould have resulted in *wya or *uya. This
is again a fact not covered by the Strict Cycle Conditionand left unexplainedif (43) is
assumed.
Now consider (ii). In this case the accentual evidence discussed so far in the literature appearsto favor overwhelminglythe predictionsof the structure-changinghypothesis. It is, however, relatively straightforwardto show that the syllabificationfacts
are incompatiblewith it. Here is a summaryof the Greekevidence to this effect discussed
in Steriade (1982). The discussion assumes that syllabificationproceeds in three steps:
first CV syllables are formed, then stray consonants are incorporatedinto the onset
(C [CV . .]
[CCV . .]), then stray consonants are incorporated into the coda
.
-[.
. VC]). As Prince (1985) points out, the restriction of these rules to
([. . . V] C

stray consonants is in fact a reflex of the FEC and need not be stipulatedindividually.
Now compareGreekstem-internalclusterslike krwith krclusterscreatedby prefixation:
ma.kros versus ek.-re.oo 'flow out'. Kr is a possible onset in Greek, and Vkis a possible
rime. Both stems and prefixes like ek- are cyclic domains. Assumingthe FEC, we can
explain the contrastbetween ma.kros and ek.re.oo: prefix and stem are syllabifiedseparately,yielding[ek], [re.oo], and [ma.kros].The firsttwo morphemesare concatenated,
and we obtain [ek.re.oo]. No change in syllable structuresuch as ek.re.oo -* e.kre.oo
can accompany prefixationbecause the FEC prohibitsstructure-changingapplications
of the onset rule. The FEC also prohibits structure-changingapplicationsof the coda
rule. To see this, comparethe effect of vowel-finalprefixes like a- 'without', apo- 'off
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on the syllabificationof stems beginningwith consonantclusters. When the stem-initial
cluster is a possible onset, no syllabic restructuringtakes place under prefixation:
a.-kra.tees 'powerless' does not become *ak.ra.tees, because the coda rule cannot
change structure.But when the initialcluster of the stem cannot be parsed as an onset,
then its first memberdoes become coda to a precedingprefix: a-m.bro.tos 'immortal'
(not *a.mbro.tos), a.po-s.ta.sis 'defection' (not *a.po.-sta.sis). The same assumptions

as above derive these facts: stems are cyclic domains, and syllabification(in this case
the coda rule) is cyclic but cannot change structure. The initial consonant in initial
clusters like mbr, st is syllabicallystray-a fact establishedindependently-in contrast
with the initialof possible onset clusters like kr. A syllabifiedconsonantcannotbecome
a coda; a stray one can. The Strict Cycle Condition does not explain the failure of
structure-changingapplicationsof the coda rule in derivedenvironmentssuch as that of
a.-kra.tees.

applicationof cyclic Foot Formation?One case
Whatthen of the structure-changing
Whatthis parahas alreadybeen mentioned:that of English 6rigin, original, ori'gina'lity.
digm shows is minimallythat the affixationof -al overrides existing foot structure.It
is possible to interpretthis fact broadly, as Kiparsky(1982)does, and infer from it (43).
But the stress patternof words like originalis also compatiblewith other interpretations.
One is that given by Halle and Vergnaud(1987a), who claim that all level 1 English
suffixes triggerthe eliminationof previously assigned metricalstructurefrom the stem
to which they attach.27Halle and Vergnaudshow that in a numberof languagescyclic
affixationis accompaniedby Deforestationin the stem, and they claim that this is universally the case. If we adopt their view, then the derivationof originalfrom origin will
take a form fully compatiblewith the FEC:
(46) Cycle 1: Foot Formation
Cycle 2: Deforestation
Foot Formation

[o.ri] (gin)
o.ri.gi.nal
[ol [ri.gi] (nal)

The problem then becomes originaility, whose secondary stress is related to the
primarystress of original;note the differentdistributionof secondary stresses in monomorphemicwords like Tatamagouchi.Halle and Vergnaudargue that the relation between the primarystress in original and the secondary stress in originalityis covertly
transderivational:in their terms, the stress on ri in original is not directly inheritedbut
ratherpostcyclically copied in originality.Nothing then stands in the way of adopting
the FEC, and the problemsfor (43) mentionedearlierdisappear.
There are a numberof alternativeapproachesto data of this sort, which do not rely
on stress copying. My discussionhere cannotdo fulljustice to the issues such alternatives
raise; I will mentiononly two, leaving a more extensive discussion to later studies. One
alternativecan be found in Poser's (1986)remarkthat individualrules may have a stip27
A partly similarclaim was earliermade, in response to differentconcerns, by Libermanand Prince
(1977).
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ulated structure-changingpotential;Poser's suggestioncould be translatedin our terms
by stipulatingthatthe FEC is suspendedfor individualrules. Anotherpossibility,perhaps
more restrictive, is inspired by Libermanand Prince's (1977) approachto stress and
cyclicity: if we distinguishbetween constituent structureand the grid, we can allow
certain affixes to condition Deforestationproper (the removal of metrical constituent
structureon the stem) without destressingcyclically stressed syllables. Stress will then
be preserved as a grid mark on line 1, but the foot boundarieswill not be preserved.
Foot Formationwill be restricted, as in Libermanand Prince (1977) or Halle and Vergnaud (1987b), from placing a stressed syllable in a weak metrical position. If level 1
suffixes have this property, then the triplet origin, original, ori'ginalityis derived by
cyclic applicationsof Foot Formation,as in Libermanand Prince (1977).
We would then have three possibilitiesfor describingthe accentualeffect of an affix
on a stem. The firstpossibilityis thatthe affix causes both DeforestationandDestressing,
as in the case of Sanskrit or Lithuaniandominant suffixes (see Halle and Vergnaud
(1987b)).
The second possibility is that the affix causes Deforestationbut not Destressing.
This is the analysis requiredfor English level 1 affixes and for the effect of Chamorro
affixationon stress (see Chung(1983)and the metricalanalyses in Halle and Vergnaud
(1987a)and Kiparsky(1986)).In Chamorrosome surface secondary stresses are cyclic
in origin, indicatingthat Destressingdoes not accompanyaffixation,but Foot Formation
appears to change structure in pairs like magagu 'clothes' versus magagu-na 'his
clothes'. Following the argumentsgiven in Kiparsky (1986) and Halle and Vergnaud
(1987b), I assume that the first cycle foot structureis [ma][gagu]. If so, reapplication
of Foot Formationon the second cycle in magagu-na could not be reconciled with the
FEC without the assumptionthat Chamorrosuffixes triggerDeforestation.
An argumentthat an English level 1 suffix such as -al causes only Deforestation,
but not Destressing, is based on the fact that the few speakers who maintainthe SPE
distinction between, say, condensation (from condense) and compensation (from com-

pensate) do maintaina subsidiarystress in the corresponding-al derivatives:they pronounce condensational and compensational.28

I have no data to indicate whether affixes

like -ion cause both Deforestationand Destressing or just the former. We must assume
at least Deforestation with -ion in order to explain the stress on contribut-ion(from
contribute) and demolit-ion (from demolish), while maintaining Hayes's (1981) convincing point that a final V(C) rime is not extrametricalin verbs.
A final instanceof DeforestationwithoutDestressingis providedby the well-known
interaction of cyclic stress and syncope in Levantine Arabic (see Brame (1974) and
Kenstowicz and Abdul-Karim(1980)for a pandialectaldiscussion of this pattern).I will
not recapitulatehere the argumentsfor cyclicity of stress assignmentin these dialects.
28
I have found, however, only four speakers of this dialect, all linguists:R. Larson, M. Rochemont,
S. J. Keyser, M. Hammond.Anotherfifteen EnglishspeakersI asked-many of them nonlinguists-denied
the basic contrast.
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Two facts are relevantto our discussion:the applicationof Foot Formationon the third
cycle in forms like daras-at-u 'she studies him' and the contrast between fhim-na 'we
understood' andfihim-na 'he understoodus'. Foot Formationis binary, quantity-sensitive, and left-dominant;it operates cyclically, rightto left; and it counts a final CV(C)
syllable as extrametrical.In daras-at-uthis means that the input to the third cycle will
contain [da.ra](sa.)tu. To explain the antepenultimatesurface stress, we must assume
then that Deforestationapplies: with Deforestationand Peripherality,Foot Formation
on the third cycle will apply on the string da.ra.sa.tu and will derive intermediate
[d] [ra.sa](tu). The surfaceformcan be obtainedby a laterruleof PrestressDestressing.
The contrastbetweenfihim-naandfihim-nawill be interpretedas indicating(a) that Foot
Formationis noniterativeand (b) that cyclically assigned stresses are preserved. Like
all other writers on the subject, I assume thatfhim-na comes from /fihim-na/and that
stress begins applyingon the cycle of subjectprefixes. I derive firstfhim-na 'we understood'. Foot Formation yields fi[him](na), and Syncope deletes the stressless high
vowel: fhizmna.Infihimna 'he understoodus', the derivationhas two cycles: on the first
the structurederivedby Foot Formationis Lfi](him).On the second cycle this structure
is inherited,with Deforestationbut not Destressing,asfi.him.na. Foot Formationcreates
[fi][him](na): here the initial high vowel is not stressless and cannot be syncopated.
Eventually Prestress Destressing will derive the surface form:fi.him.na.
The thirdpossible interactionbetween stress and affixationis that the affix causes
neither Deforestationnor Destressing (see below for examples). A fourth logical possibilityexists but remainsunattested:the suffixcauses Destressingbut not Deforestation.
It is perhapsprematureto speculate on whether this is an accidentalgap.
The effects of the FEC are directly observable only with morphemesof the third
category, which do not cause either Deforestationor Destressing. Examples of this sort
are not restrictedto the Greek and Latin clitic cases discussed above. Poser (1986)has
shown that in Diyari a binaryfoot-formationrule is cyclic and that it does not change
structureeven when its environmentis derivedby affixation.The stress patternof Diyari
is this: main stress falls on the first syllable, with secondary stresses on odd-numbered
syllables counting from the left end of each morpheme(roots and suffixes); however,
secondary stress cannot fall on the last syllable of any morpheme:
(47) a. wflapina'old woman'
b. k'aiia-wara'man-plural'
c. wflapina-w'ara
'old woman-plural'
d.

t'ayi-y'atim'ayi'eat-optative'

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

pinadu 'old man'
na?nda-yi'hit-present'
nanda-tari-yi'hit-reflexive-present'
puiluru-ni'mud-locative'
puylura-ni-mra'mud-locative-ident.'

j.

ya'kalka-yilrpa-mali-na'ask-benefactive-reciprocal-participle'
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Poser argues that Diyari Foot Formationis of the binary, left-dominanttype, applying left to right and cyclically. Where a cycle contains an odd numberof syllables,
a degeneratefoot is constructedon the last syllable: thus, [pf.na][du] for (47e). On the
following cycle this foot remainsunaffectedand Foot Formationresumes with the next
syllable: hence intermediatestructureslike [ya.kal][ka]-[yir.pa],for the first two cycles
of (47j). On a cycle consisting of a single syllable this procedure will define a single
monosyllabicfoot, regardlessof whetherother monosyllabicfeet precede: for example,
[pu.lu][ru]-[ni] for (47h). Main stress falls on the first foot. Eventually monosyllabic
secondary feet are defooted; this distinguishesthe primarystressed foot of a monosyllabic word like ya from the last foot of [pi.na] [du] in (47e), which must be removed.29
Poser's conclusionsdifferfrom mine on one detail:he assumes that a disyllabicleftdominantfoot cannot be formed in the configuration[a] cr, where the first syllable is
footed and the second is not. In contrast, my understandingof the FEC is that footconstructionrules cannot alter foot membershipbut can extend foot boundariesby incorporatingstray syllables. The stress data availableto me can be made compatiblewith
either view. The Diyari data are derivablefrom the FEC if we assume that defooting
and a rule of Stray Syllable Adjunction(SSA) apply cyclically in this language,yielding
derivationsof the following sort:
(48) 1st cycle input
Foot Formation
Main Stress Rule
Defooting
SSA
2nd cycle input
Foot Formation
Main Stress Rule
Defooting
SSA

pu.lu.ru
[pui.lu][nu]
[pu.lu] [ru]
[pui.lu]ru
[puJ.lu.ru]
[pu.lu.ru]ni
[pui.lu.ru][nil
[pu'.lu.ru][nil
[pui.lu.ru]ni
[pu.lu.ru.ni]

Taking now Poser's view on the matter (foot boundariescannot be extended), let
us reconsider some of the Greek facts presentedabove. The criticalcases involve Foot
Formationin forms like basileu-oon, where the penult is stressed and the final cannot
be extrametrical.Foot Formationmust apply to incorporate-oon into the same foot as
-leu-, so as to block *basileuoon.This can be achieved if we interpretunderlyingaccent
as a line 1 grid mark, without accompanyingfoot boundaries.It is harder,however, to
reconcile the facts of syllabificationwith Poser's position; clearly the boundaries of
existing syllabic constituents can be extended by the incorporationof stray segments.
In the interest of pursuingthe parallelbetween formalconditionson syllabic constituent
structure and those on accentual constituent structure,I opt here for interpretingthe
29
Halle (1987)proposesan alternativeanalysisof Diyari,accordingto which both stems and suffixes are
independentdomainsfor stress and undergothis rule before they are concatenated.
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FEC as a constraintthatbars only rule applicationsthat changeconstituentmembership,
not applicationsthat change constituentboundaries.
Aside from this difference, I agree with Poser on the basic interpretationof the
Diyari data. Diyari is then a secure example of cyclic stress assignmentin a language
where affixationcauses neither Destressing nor Deforestation.
The first study that providedan explicit argumentfor preservingstructurein Foot
Formationwas McCarthy's(1980) analysis of Damascene Arabic stress and syncope.
This work relies explicitly on the assumptionthat cyclic Foot Formationcannot alter
constituents inheritedfrom a prior cycle. The central fact is the contrast between underlying /Nallam-et-o/,which surfaces as fallamato, and underlying/fatah-et-o/, /saafet-o/, which surface, with syncope, asfathto, s"aafto.McCarthyparses the second cycle
in these forms as follows: [fc.ta.het], [s`aa.fet]but [fal.la.]met, with a cycle-final stray
syllable. The constraintthatblocks incorporationof -met into the precedingfoot appears
to involve the total numberof moras allowable within a Damascene foot: [ft.ta.he(t)]
and [saaa.fe(t)]are trimoraic,whereas impossible *[O?l.la.me(t)]would be quadrimoraic.30A constraintagainstmonomoraicfeet bars *[ ?dl.la][me(t)] and ensures that -met
will be stray on the next cycle. Upon affixationof -o (the thirdperson masculinesingular
object suffix), the foot structure changes as follows: intermediate [Fi1l.la]me.t-o
becomes [V6l.la][me.tol, whereasintermediate[f6.ta.he.]t-o, [s`aa.fe.]t-oremainintact.
Foot Formationcannot alter existing constituents, nor can the final syllable -to form a
monomoraicfoot. McCarthythen goes on to show how the difference in constituent
structureexplainsthe incidenceof syncope:in particular,it providesthe structureneeded
for the correct operationof a rule that removes stressless e in open syllables.
The Damascenesuffix-o causes, in ourterms, neitherDeforestationnorDestressing.
Muchmoreinteresting,however, is the fact thatlack of Deforestationis clearlyrestricted
in Damascene to one morphologicalcontext: verbs followed by the suffixes -et- 'third
singularfeminine subject'and -o, discussed above. In all other circumstancesdescribed
by McCarthy,no effects of constituentpreservationcan be observed, althoughthe interactionof Stress and Syncope shows clearlythatboth rules are cyclic, as in neighboring
Levantine Arabic. This pattern can be given a very naturalaccount in terms of the
distinction proposed here between affixes that cause Deforestationand affixes that do
not: it appearsthat the bulk of Damascene suffixes are deforesting, like those of Levantine, whereasone of them, the directobject -o, is not. The readeris invitedto compare
this account with the considerablymore complex proposals made by McCarthyin the
study cited.
30 In hindsight,McCarthy'searly adoptionof trimoraicfeet appearsheterodox. But each ingredientof
the foot-constructionrule requiredfor Damascenehas solid precedentselsewhere. We must distinguishtwo
subconstituentsin each foot: the final monomoraicCV(C) syllable and the precedingbimoraic sequence.
Bimoraicfeet (consistingof either two lights or one heavy) exist in Cairene,as shown by McCarthy(1979)
and later Prince (1983). In orderto derive the Damascenefoot, we only need to add one morato a Cairene
foot; Prince(1980)shows that the same operationis requiredin Estonian,whose ternaryfeet consist of two
syllables plus a monomoraicone.
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Surprisingly,affixes thatcause neitherDeforestationnorDestressingexist in English
as well. A cursory check reveals three obvious cases: -eer, as in chairiotee'r;-ize, as in
nominalize; and -ation, as in peregrin-ation. Consider first chairioteer: if we assume a

cyclic derivationbased on (43), as in original, then the predictedform is *charioteer.
Briefly: the input to the -eer cycle is [cha.ri](ot)-eer; syllabificationand Peripherality
derive [cha.ri]o.teer; Foot Formationappliesin a structure-building
iterationand derives
[cha.ri]o.[tee'r]; it then reapplies in a structure-changingiteration and derives
*[cha][rfo][teer]. With the Main Stress Rule and Prestress Destressing, we obtain
*charioteer. With the FEC, and the assumption that -eer attaches to a metrically
intact stem, the following derivationemerges: [cha.ri](ot)-eer becomes [cha.ri]o.teer
(syllabificationandPeripherality);Foot Formationcan now derive only [cha'.ri][o] [teer];
Prestress Destressing completes the derivation,yielding charioteer. The same remarks
apply to nominali'ze:a derivationbased on (43) could derive only *nominallze.The only
differencebetween the two cases is that main stress falls on the final foot in -eer forms,
and on the next-to-lastfoot in -ize forms.31 Finally, consider -ation forms such as peregrin-ation:the inputto the final cycle is presumably[pe.re.]grination, with foot structure inheritedfrom [pe.re](grin). Foot Formation,without the FEC, will generate the
wrong parse [pe][re.gri.][na.tion],

leading eventually to *peregrination.32

M. Hammond reminds me that this argumentfor the FEC relies in part on the
assumptionthat Hayes's Poststress Destressingfails to apply to [6] [&i] [6r. . .] strings.
PoststressDestressingis the operationthat, accordingto Hayes (1981),turnsintermediate
[Tai][ta.ma][gou.chi] into surface Tatamagou'chi. Had Poststress Destressing been operative in intermediate [cha] [ri.o] [tee'r], [pe] [re.gri] [na.tion]-the outputs of structure-

changing Foot Formation-we could reach the correct surface patterns without difficulty. There are two answers to this potential objection. One is that Poststress Destressing is unavailableto correct the intermediateparse *[no][mi.na][lize]: as Hayes
shows, this rule affects only subsidiarystresses. The other is that Poststress Destressing should, for independent reasons, be prohibited from applying to [c] [(&ror[i.. .]
structures. The first reason for this revision is that cyclically derived structuresof this
form never undergothe rule: witness [to][ta.li][ta.ri.an]. The second reason is that the
original set of forms for which Poststress Destressing was intended, Tatamagou'chi,
can and shouldbe reanalyzedso as to obviate its need. As shown by the test of expletive
infixation (McCarthy (1982)), the intermediate foot structure in Tatamagouchi is
[Ta .ta] [ma'][gouchi], not *[Tai][ta.ma] [gou.chi]. The correct parse is obtained by letting

the assignmentof secondaryfeet run left to right, ratherthan right to left, as assumed
by Hayes (1981). From intermediate[Ta.ta][ma][gou.chi] we obtain the surface form
by PrestressDestressing. This eliminatesthe need for PoststressDestressingin this class
31 See Halle and Vergnaud(1987b)for an explanationof the forms in which the next-to-last
foot takes
main stress.
32 G. N. Clementsand a reviewernote that there is probablya
connectionbetween the failureof these
suffixes to cause Deforestationand the fact that they themselves surfacestressed.
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of structuresand establishes the fact that no independentrule of English will patch the
incorrect results of the structure-changingparse *[cha][ri.o] [tee'r].
From the examinationof Damascene and English data, Deforestationemerges as a
property of individualaffixes, rather than as a side effect of individualrules of foot
construction. This differentiatesmy proposalfrom Poser's (1986), whose suggestion, it
will be recalled,was to allow individualrules to change structure.Deforestationis closer
in spirit to Halle and Vergnaud's(1987b)ideas about the interactionbetween affixation
and stress: my deforestingaffixes correspondto their cyclic affixes, when followed by
Stress Copy. Affixes that, for my theory, are deforestingand destressingtranslatetheir
category of cyclic affixes not followed by Stress Copy. Finally, affixes that do neither
correspondto Halle and Vergnaud'snoncyclic affixes. What separatesthe two theories
is that mine avoids the device of Stress Copy and that Deforestationis not linked in any
way to cyclicity. In this respect, the Damascene evidence appears to support my approach: McCarthyshows that all pronominalsuffixes, including-o, are cyclic in Damascene, but that -o alone fails to cause Deforestation.33
Wehave seen thatDeforestationprovidesanalternativeaccountforaclass of potential
counterexamplesto the FEC. We may ask, in closing, what makes it advisableto replace
(43) by the combinationof the FEC and Deforestation.The answeris thatby doing so, we
gain a better set of predictionson the interactionsbetween strict cyclicity and metrical
structureassignment;we predictcorrectlythatall postcyclic ruleswill respect preexisting
domains, and we permita naturalanalysis of the cyclic structure-preservingstress of Diyari, Damascene, and English and of the cyclic structure-preservingsyllabificationof
Greekand Latin.
The globalconclusionis thenthatthe GreekandLatinaccentualevidence supporting
the FEC illustratesthe rule, not the exception.
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